
The Gods 1031 

Chapter 1031 - Returning to the Sect 

Yun Che casually picked up a tiny, delicate-looking jadestone between his fingers upon saying this. 

Profound light seemed to be swimming across the jadestone’s surface. 

“A Profound Imagery Stone!?” The surrounding people immediately recognized the item in his hand, “It 

can’t be...” 

“Hmph. Take a look with your own eyes, Feng Huita!” 

Yun Che let out a cold snort and moved his fingers. The Profound Imagery Stone was tossed to the 

ground in the blink of an eye, activating its internal profound formation the second it hit the ground. 

Crystal clear profound light and sound appeared above the stone. 

The first image displayed by the Profound Image Stone was Mu Hanyi. However, the sinister expression 

on his face was so foreign to everyone present, except Yun Che, that it was bordering on impossible. His 

voice in particular was brimming with unheard of savagery. 

“...I’ll personally offer the Qilin horn to Master. But you won’t be there to see that moment, because 

you... will be dying here very soon!” 

The image displayed by the Profound Imagery Stone couldn’t be faked. Feng Huita didn’t dare to believe 

his eyes and ears as coldness flushed through his entire body. 

"What did you say? You... you want to kill me? You dare kill me!?" 

"No, no, no, how could I dare do such a thing?! Senior Brother Yun Che is a direct disciple of the sect 

master after all. I wouldn’t dare harm a hair of yours, even if I had guts big as heaven. Naturally, you 

won’t be killed by me but... by unfortunately triggering a mechanism here while vainly attempting to 

steal the Qilin horn!” 

"Don’t be nervous, Senior Brother Yun Che... I’ll cover up the whole incident very well. Even if the sect 

master were to personally come here, it’d be definitely impossible to figure out anything wrong with my 

story. You can wholeheartedly trust me on that.” 

........................ 

The atmosphere of the scene changed yet again. Enormous shock filled everyone’s face this time. Mu 

Hanyi’s appearance, Mu Hanyi’s words... everyone could see and hear that Mu Hanyi had purposely 

lured Yun Che into the treasury to scheme for an opportunity to kill him! 

The sin and gall that were Mu Hanyi’s attempt to murder the direct disciple of a Great Realm King were 

literally indescribable. 

Feng Huita’s anger and sadness had vanished completely. Every inch of his skin and flesh were trembling 

with fear and only fear. He wobbled and landed heavily on the ground, eyes trembling so palpably that 

they threatened to jump out of his sockets, “No... no... no... impossible... this can’t be true... this can’t 

be true...” 



Just a moment ago, he was screaming at Yun Che with righteous fury... but now? If Mu Hanyi really did 

conspire to kill Yun Che first, then forget a violent death, he could die thousands or tens of thousands 

times and still not atone for his crimes. 

Feng Hange knelt on his knees with perfectly blank pupils. He looked like he was frozen in ice. He 

actually fared better than Feng Huita in face of this revelation. After all, he could still remember what 

Mu Hanyi told him before nightfall. He remembered that line that nearly made his heart jump out of his 

chest clearly even now. 

The image playing on the Profound Imagery Stone hadn’t ended yet. 

"You... have you gone crazy!?" This was Yun Che’s voice, "I-I’m in your Ice Wind Empire at present. Even 

if Master truly believed that I was killed by some mechanism, given her temper... she would put an end 

to the lives of you all in anger." 

"Oh! You’re right, extremely right." Mu Hanyi was nodding and smiling nonchalantly, "Even if you died in 

the process of trying to steal the halidom of our Ice Wind Empire, it’d be completely normal if Sect 

Master razed the entire imperial city to the ground in anger... But even if Ice Wind Empire were to be 

eradicated, Sect Master wouldn’t kill me for sure!!" 

.................. 

"So long as I can succeed, what does it matter even if the entire Ice Wind Empire is drowned in the 

flames of wrath and exterminated?" 

.................. 

“...You, yourself, threw off your guards and no one knows where you have gone or who are with. As for 

me, I exited through a secret passage within the palace. This means that no one knows I have left the 

palace. Thus, everyone will believe that during the critical moments of your death after ‘breaking into’ 

the treasury, I was sleeping calmly in the palace.” 

“I have even helped you think of how you entered. Only... I will need to sacrifice my poor royal sister.” 

“Enough... enough!!” 

Feng Huita finally lost all sense of composure entirely and screamed as he pounced towards the 

Profound Imagery Stone. He gathered an utterly chaotic ball of aura and smashed it against the stone, 

causing it to shatter and vanish instantly in a wink of profound light. 

Dead silence sat heavily atop everyone’s heads. Feng Huita’s heavy panting was the only sound that 

could be heard in the scene. Beside Yun Che, Mu Xiaolan had fallen into a state of absolute shock as she 

stood there feeling like she was floating inside a dream. On the other side, Feng Hanjin had turned 

deathly pale a long time ago. The final, lingering voice, that came out of the Profound Imagery Stone 

caused her to sink weakly to her knees. She hugged her shoulders and and shuddered non stop. 

To Mu Xiaolan, Mu Hanyi was the senior brother she respected the most out of all others. 

To Feng Hanjin, Mu Hanyi was the elder brother she admired the most. 

To Feng Huita, Mu Hanyi was his proudest son... 



No one present at the scene would have thought less of him even if he failed to become the Great 

Realm King’s direct disciple. He still would’ve been the unparalleled proud son of heaven in the Snow 

Song Realm... 

Who could’ve imagined that this exceptional noble son, who was damn near perfect in every aspect, 

would be such a treacherous, vicious and ruthless character? Who would’ve known that he was a person 

who would conspire to murder Yun Che, sacrifice his mother country and murder his own sister for the 

mere possibility of becoming the direct disciple of a Great Realm King? 

Yun Che didn’t stop Feng Huita from destroying the Profound Imagery Stone. With lowered brows, he 

said in a cold tone, “You insisted on knowing my reason, did you not? Are you satisfied with the answer I 

gave you?” 

The paralyzed Feng Huita actually didn’t respond to Yun Che’s words at all. He looked like he had lost his 

soul. 

“He wanted to kill me but I was the one who killed him instead. That is all,” Yun Che frowned deeply, “If 

my master were to learn that Mu Hanyi tried to kill me, she may very well unleash her fury on the entire 

Ice Wind Empire, considering her kind of temper. At the very least, the imperial family wouldn’t escape 

unscathed.” 

This time Yun Che’s words caused Feng Huita to tremble once like a leaf. In fact, great shock and fear 

erupted in the pupils of every royal member present at the scene... they knew all too well that Yun Che’s 

words were no idle threats. 

“That is why I was prepared to keep all this under wraps. After all, it was Mu Hanyi and Mu Hanyi only 

who tried to kill me for his ambition. There was no reason for everyone else to be ruined alongside him.” 

Yun Che’s eyes turned chilly, “But you just had to be forceful, don’t you? Hmph! Well, your wish is 

granted now!” 

Feng Huita abruptly returned to himself and crawled his way to Yun Che while covered in tears, “This 

little king is a blind man and a fool. This little king had no idea that he raised such a treacherous animal... 

It was this little king who misjudged your kindly favor, it is this little king who deserve to be dead... I 

beg... I beg you, Young Yun, I beg that you don’t tell this to the Great Realm King. This... This little king 

will forever remember the great kindness you showed us...” 

The loss of his son, dread, shock, regret, hatred, and terror... Feng Huita felt like he was submerged in 

hell right now. Regret filled his mind and pain made him wish that he was dead. If the Profound Imagery 

Stone hadn’t displayed his son’s true form before his eyes, he would have rather died than believe that 

his proudest son was a person of such monstrous ambition and heart... 

Everyone says that nobody understands one’s son better than his own father, much less a father who 

was the emperor of a nation. But it was only now, in pain and grief that he realized he never understood 

his son at all. 

Worse, the price of this revelation might be the lives of the entire Ice Wind Imperial Family. 

“It’s too late,” Yun Che swept a cold glance across everyone’s faces, “Do you really think it’s possible to 

be keep this under wraps at this point?” 



Feng Huita froze for a second before his head sank like a rock. His face looked as dead as ash. They were 

not the only ones who were present at the great hall. There were also many guests of great status who 

had came to offer their birthday congratulations. Even if they managed to get everyone to swear an 

oath of death to keep this revelation a secret, the news that Mu Hanyi had tried to murder the Great 

Realm King’s direct disciple would still spread throughout the country in no time at all. 

After all, the only people in the world who could truly hold a secret are the dead. 

“There is no need to look so pessimistic, king of Ice Wind,” Yun Che said indifferently with a side glance. 

“Eliminating your royal household may take nothing more than a flick of the finger for my master but 

she is not a cruel or unreasonable person who commits careless atrocities. I will report everything to my 

master and explain that Mu Hanyi was the only person who was at fault here. In any case, I am wholly 

uninjured, am I not? Since I am fine, maybe my master would think it too troublesome to punish you lot. 

Also... I shall gift that halidom of yours to my master. She may feel even less inclined to look into this 

matter if she can feel your sincerity.” 

Feng Huita abruptly looked up from the ground. His pale white face finally regained some color as he 

nodded in a hurry, “Young Yun, your great favor... t-t-this little king can never repay it... beg... I beg that 

you speak in our favor before the Great Realm King. With the sun and moon as witness, this little king 

swears that his loyalty to the Great Realm King is absolutely impeccable... The Ice Wind Empire shall die 

ten thousand times if you demand it, Young Yun...” 

Feng Huita’s speech was utterly incoherent under the makings of fear, agitation, and shock at this point. 

“In that case, the halidom...” 

Feng Huita immediately kowtowed before Yun Che, “Please... please gift the halidom to the Great Realm 

King, Young Yun. If the halidom manages to appease the Great Realm King, then it is its fortune to make. 

This little king will only be infinitely cheered by this outcome.” 

“That is for the best.” 

Yun Che nodded and turned around immediately, “If there is nothing else, it is time I head back to my 

room and get some rest. I will return to the sect immediately, tomorrow morning. You don’t need to 

send me off.” 

Yun Che leaped into the air and flew straight towards the Ice Maiden Palace before anyone could say 

anything. 

The Ice Wind Palace was destined to be tumultuous tonight. Yun Che didn’t care how the Ice Wind 

Imperial Family was going to deal with the aftermath at all because he had already achieved the goal of 

his trip. Despite some difficulties, the speed at which he fulfilled his objective was far faster than he 

initially imagined. 

After he was far away from the Ice Wind Great Hall, Yun Che’s face slowly relaxed. He then let out a sigh, 

“Master is correct; fairness doesn’t exist in this world. There is only the law of the jungle. Sigh.” 

“Even now, I am just borrowing my master’s might,” Yun Che smiled self derisively before vanishing into 

the night. 



Far, far away, at a place above the sky where no one could perceive, a long sigh suddenly rang through 

the air. An icy flash later, the figure vanished without a trace, like a blinking star. 

“I still can’t believe that Senior Brother Hanyi was such a person.” 

On the flying ice boat, Mu Xiaolan covered her cheeks with both hands and stared blankly into the air. It 

was obvious that she still wasn’t able to fully accept what happened last night. 

Right now, they had already departed far, far away from the Ice Wind Empire. 

“You don’t seem to have listened anything I said to you earlier at all,” Yun Che rolled his eyes from the 

other side of the ice boat. 

“No one... no one would’ve believed what you said when you used it on Senior Brother Hanyi,” Mu 

Xiaolan’s voice turned smaller before she turned around, “It’s so strange. Everyone in the sect respected 

Senior Brother Hanyi greatly. No one has ever thought that he was a... bad person. But you’ve only been 

in the sect for a short time, so how did you know so early that he was a bad person? I remember... I 

remember that you said something strange when you first met him.” 

“If I’m was dumb as you, I would’ve been dead countless times already,” Yun Che said matter-of-factly. 

“I knew you’d make fun of me again,” Mu Xiaolan pouted but not as strongly as she used to this time. 

She sneaked a few glances at Yun Che before saying suddenly, “Yun Che, you look like you’ve been out 

of it since yesterday... Is Senior Brother Hanyi’s matter still plaguing you a little?” 

“I’m not so petty as to worry about a dead person.” Yun Che rubbed his forehead, “I am sure now that 

someone in the sect came with us to the Ice Wind Empire, in secret.” 

“Ah!?” Mu Xiaolan jumped to her feet in surprise. 

“They’re a pretty powerful person too!” Yun Che clenched his teeth slightly. The mysterious person’s 

methods had caused his blood to run cold several times last night but after he returned to the Ice 

Maiden Palace and thought over the matter with a cool mind, he realized this expert hadn’t harmed 

him, hadn’t tried to steal the Ice Qilin’s Horn from Mu Hanyi’s corpse and had set up a seemingly 

devious trap that was in fact full of holes. When he considered the aura of the Ice Phoenix God 

Investiture Canon on Mu Hanyi’s corpse and the fact that no other strange incidents had occurred after 

he left the Ice Wind Great Hall... 

He concluded that this mysterious expert had came up with a “prank” to screw with him at the last 

moment! Whoever it was wasn’t trying to entrap him at all, they were simply making his life harder so 

they could watch a popcorn show... 

“Senior Sister Xiaolan, say... do you know any hall masters or palace masters who are... er... naughty, 

playful and enjoy pranking others?” Yun Che fired the description after some great difficulty. 

“There’s no such person in the entire sect!” Mu Xiaolan blasted his theory to shreds without any 

hesitation, “The hall masters and palace masters are all cool and serious people and my master is one of 

the gentlest of them all. There’s no way someone like you describe exists within the sect.” 



“I thought so... too,” Yun Che scratched his head strongly. This was also the part of his theory that he 

was stuck on, “That pranking style feels like something a fifteen or sixteen year old girl would do but 

their age...” 

The fact that neither he nor Mu Hanyi had noticed another person hiding inside the treasury at all meant 

that this person was far stronger than Mu Hanyi. They must have been at least an entire realm ahead of 

Mu Hanyi at least... at that level, there was no way that person was just a mere disciple. 

Also, he was the sect master’s direct disciple. He surmised that only those who were at hall master level 

and above would dare to prank him like this. 

“Just who is it?” Yun Che thought hard again. 

Chapter 1032 - Invitation Card from the Moon God Realm 

Ice Phoenix Region, Bingyun’s Thirty-sixth Palace. 

Mu Bingyun was sitting with her eyes closed lightly and heart calm as still water. There was no one other 

than some pure ice spirits around her, flying in circles without making any noise. 

Mu Bingyun opened her eyes as she suddenly sensed a subtle change in her surroundings. She glanced 

down the coral beside the window, catching sight of the reflection of a fairy-like figure that was standing 

silently and looking out the window. 

Surprise appeared on Mu Bingyun’s face as she stood up gently, "Elder Sister, didn’t you go to the Ice 

Wind Empire? Why are you back so soon?" 

The woman beside the window turned around, revealing a face that instantly made both the heaven and 

earth lose color. She combed up the hair on her forehead, as she spoke in a warm and soft voice that 

carried a sense of helplessness, "The two of them have already arrived the Ice Phoenix Realm. Your 

Xiaolan’er will be coming to meet you in a short while." 

"Didn’t you say that Yun Che has to rely on his own ability to bring back the Qilin horn? Why have you 

returned this early...?" Mu Bingyun’s eyes faintly moved all of a sudden, "What about those two?" 

"That brat has obtained the Qilin horn and also killed Mu Hanyi." 

A slight disappointment could be perceived in Mu Xuanyin’s voice. 

"Then, does that mean Elder Sister still helped him out in the end?" Mu Bingyun looked pensive. 

"Not really, he took care of it all by himself." 

"By himself?" Mu Bingyun was deeply surprised. 

"Yun Che knew all about Mu Hanyi’s thoughts. Instead of being tricked by him, he used Mu Hanyi’s 

shrewdness to bring up the matter of Qilin horn and provide him with a superb opportunity to carry out 

his plan. As Mu Hanyi was anxious to deal with Yun Che as soon as possible, he easily fell into his trap 

and led him to the treasury where the Qilin horn was kept. Mu Hanyi wanted to take advantage of the 

opportunity and kill Yun Che but didn’t think that he would be the one to be killed by Yun Che; after all, 



he had the breath of horned dragon that I gave him before his departure. And so, he naturally took away 

the Qilin horn when he set off to get back here." 

"He single-handedly killed Mu Hanyi?" Mu Bingyun found it difficult to believe. She couldn’t be criticized 

for such a reaction as no one would accept such a turn of events. "The horned dragon’s breath can 

definitely take Mu Hanyi’s life with ease but how could a person of his ability let himself be 

contaminated by the breath in Yun Che’s possession?" 

Mu Xuanyin narrowed her beautiful eyes, "This brat has a lot of secrets. If even you find it difficult to 

believe that Yun Che can kill Mu Hanyi, it’s no wonder that an intelligent person such as him was easily 

fooled by Yun Che." 

Mu Bingyun, "..." 

"Hah..." Mu Xuanyin sighed slowly. There was a faint look of grievance on her face, "Here I was worried 

that he might get tricked and die prematurely at Mu Hanyi’s hands and followed behind them covertly 

to assist at the time of need. However, it turned out to be a trip made in vain. I thought that this 

experience would be a very big trial to him but he accomplished it in such a simple and direct way that I 

just can’t accept it. To increase the difficulty of the trial by a bit, I took away Mu Hanyi’s corpse, hoping 

to have some fun looking at him panicking. Who would’ve thought that he would be able to deal with it 

easily." 

Mu Bingyun, "..." 

Mu Xuanyin brought her hands before her curvy and bulging chest, as she said in a bitter tone, "He was 

fully confident in killing Mu Hanyi but was still carrying a Profound Imagery Stone with him. This brat is... 

even more sinister than Mu Hanyi. It seems the one I selected as my disciple is an extremely ominous 

star." 

"Profound Imagery Stone? You mean to say that Yun Che used Profound Imagery Stone against the 

unmasked Mu Hanyi before killing him? But isn’t it impossible for Mu Hanyi to be unable to sense the 

aura of the profound formation when the stone is activated? Could it be that he was so sure of ending 

Yun Che’s life that he didn’t bother about it?" Mu Bingyun felt surprised. 

"Of course not. That brat has a special profound art to conceal auras. Not only the aura from the 

Profound Imagery Stone but he can also conceal his own aura to such an extent that even I find it 

shocking. On his way back to imperial palace after killing Mu Hanyi in the treasury, no one was able to 

sense him going past them." 

"There’s such a profound method?" 

"That’s why I said that this brat has a lot of secrets. If not for the fact that I quietly followed behind 

them, even I wouldn’t know about the many strange things he has kept hidden." 

Her brows slightly moved upwards as she thought of the weird blaze Yun Che had formed by fusing ice 

and flames. 

"...It’s wise not to easily expose one’s hidden cards. Elder Sister shouldn’t blame him for hiding them 

from you," Mu Bingyun said in a light tone. 



"Bear in mind not to tell anyone that I accompanied him to the Ice Wind Empire. Speaking of which, he 

has already guessed that someone from the sect was following him. But no matter how sly he is, it’s 

impossible for him to suspect me as the one." 

Mu Xuanyin lowered her arms. Her fairy-like body turned around as she looked to the North, "They 

should be arriving here at any moment. Bingyun, after seeing the things he possesses in the Ice Wind 

Empire, I’m thinking of changing my initial plan. From tomorrow onwards, I’ll be giving him personal 

training." 

Mu Bingyun was startled. Soon after, she responded with a surprised look, "You mean... But I remember 

that you’ve never trained your direct disciples in the past." 

"There’s too many extraordinary things in his possession, far more than just Sky Poison Pearl and Evil 

God’s inheritance." Mu Xuanyin’s voice gradually turned flat. "The more such secrets one possesses, the 

easier it becomes to lose one’s life. He must raise his strength as soon as possible." 

Mu Bingyun was about to reply when she suddenly discovered the faint change in Mu Xuanyin’s eyes 

and at once turned around to look backwards... The next moment, a resonant shout resounded 

throughout the sky. 

"Envoy from the Moon God Realm, asks to see the Snow Song Realm King..." 

The voice was like a sudden thunderclap. In an instant, it traversed across the entire Ice Phoenix Region. 

The profound beasts in the sky were so frightened that they started roaring and crying disorderly. 

"Moon God Realm?" 

A doubtful look surfaced on Mu Xuanyin and Mu Bingyun’s faces. All the people in the Ice Phoenix Realm 

seemed surprised as they blankly looked at the sky. They were unable to believe their ears. 

The Moon God Realm, one of the four Great King Realms of the Eastern Divine Region, was a realm 

above the upper star realms. It was the King Realm governing the entirety of the Eastern Divine Region! 

Why would the Moon God Realm, a mighty King Realm... send their envoy to visit the Snow Song Realm, 

a mere middle star realm? 

It was an unprecedented event in the history of the Snow Song Realm. 

"People from the Moon God Realm? A lot of strange things have been happening lately." 

Even if it was just an envoy from a King Realm, the aura emanating from him was still terrifying and 

matchless. The aura contained the loftiness of a being from a King Realm but yet no hostility. Despite 

feeling odd, Mu Xuanyin stayed still, "Bingyun, go and see what is he here for." 

Mu Bingyun nodded slightly before flying up into the sky. Her icy figure reached extremely far away in 

the blink of an eye. 

After the short period of a hundred breaths, the aura of the envoy from the Moon God Realm became 

more and more distant. Mu Bingyun returned to Mu Xuanyin’s side, traveling through the chilly wind. In 

her hand was a black jade with a full moon carved on it. 



Mu Xuanyin’s spirit sense swept over it, "An invitation card? Oh? Grand marriage of the Moon God 

Realm King? How strange! How could we, from a middle star realm, get an invitation to the grand 

marriage of the distinguished Realm King of a King Realm?" 

"Could it be because Elder Sister is a Divine Master Realm practitioner and everyone knows about you in 

the Eastern Divine Region, that they especially invited you?" Mu Bingyun asked. 

Mu Xuanyin pondered for a short while but eventually shook her head, "I didn’t receive any invitation 

thirty years ago, when I reached that realm." 

Mu Bingyun, "..." 

"It’s quite likely that not only us but all the middle star realms received the invitation. If my speculation 

is correct, then there could be only one reason behind the invitation." 

Mu Bingyun thought for a moment before nodding lightly. She said in agreement to Mu Xuanyin’s 

words, "Certainly, that could be the sole possibility." 

Mu Xuanyin took the black jade in Mu Bingyun’s hand, "There’s still twenty-seven months until the 

Profound God Convention, which will be held for a period of around three months. Since the grand 

marriage of the Moon God Realm King is planned to be held just after thirty months, it’s quite 

convenient to go and attend it at the time." 

Outside, an ice boat was approaching them at a fast speed, making whistling sound as it traveled 

through the sky. Very soon, Mu Xiaolan’s excited voice could be heard from the distance, "Master, I’ve 

come back!" 

"Sigh, just look at how spoiled your Xiaolan’er is. She has no idea how to show respect. That brat of mine 

doesn’t even dare to raise his head before me without getting permission." 

Mu Xuanyin gave a fascinating smile as her gently caressed down from Mu Bingyun’s face to her chest. 

"My younger sister, don’t forget about me, alright?" 

As her charming voice reverberated around the other party’s ears, the fairy-like figure of Mu Xuanyin 

disappeared, similar to fog dissipating under warm sunlight. 

Yun Che saw Mu Xuanyin standing right before the Sacred Hall when he was returning to the place. She 

still possessed the chilliness and dignity that could even make the heaven and earth suffocate but the 

magnificence of her exceedingly superb beauty was enough to cause even the boundless snowy region 

lose its luster. 

Yun Che quickly came closer to her and got down on one knee, "Disciple Yun Che pays respect to 

Master... Fortunately, the task has been accomplished and the Qilin horn has been brought along 

without a problem." 

Mu Xuanyin’s face was covered in chilliness, there was simply no expression on it. She said coldly, "I 

heard that you not only obtained the Qilin horn but also killed Mu Hanyi?" 

Her voice clearly carried a harsh and cold tone. Usually, Yun Che’s heartbeat would have surely 

increased due to fear but at this moment no fear could be seen on his face. He nodded straightaway in 

acknowledgement, "Yes." 



However, he didn’t explain why he killed Mu Hanyi and instead said all of sudden, "Disciple is extremely 

grateful to Master for traveling along in order to keep disciple safe from danger. Disciple will definitely 

be more obedient to Master from now on." 

"..." Mu Xuanyin’s eyes slowly turned gloomy, "I traveled along with you? What kind of joke is that!?" 

"About that..." Yun Che raised his head and looked sideways at his sleeveless right arm. He said with a 

strange expression in his eyes, "On the journey back to the sect, this disciple suddenly recalled a matter. 

The ice phoenix robe disciple is wearing at present, was personally bestowed by Master, having the 

same Ice Phoenix pattern on it as the robe worn by Master. Hence, even Elder Huanzhi, the highest-

ranked elder in the sect, would absolutely not dare to tear a sleeve with the Ice Phoenix pattern on it. It 

would be a great disrespect to Master, after all. Therefore..." 

A gust of chilly wind blew past them with a faint whistling sound. Soon after, silence reigned the place 

for a long while. 

Mu Xuanyin turned away and said in a slow and cold voice, "Che’er, Master will again teach you a thing 

now: a truly intelligent person would know when to pretend to be stupid!" 

The ice-cold voice contained a naked and eerie killing intent. 

"Yes, disciple will carefully obey Master’s teaching." Yun Che promptly nodded, then bent the upper half 

of his body. "Disciple expresses his thanks for Master’s concern. Master let someone secretly protect 

disciple, making it possible to have smooth sailing on his journey." 

Mu Xuanyin, "~！@#￥%..." 

Again, several wisps of wind blew past, the whistling sound produced by them spasmodically revealed 

the strange awkwardness between the two. Mu Xuanyin’s whole body was overflowing with chilliness as 

she stayed silent for a long time. After a few times of glancing at the back of the person before his eyes, 

Yun Che couldn’t help but say, "Master, disciple heard that sound transmission right after arriving here... 

Is that person really an envoy from the Moon God Realm?" 

Ultimately, Mu Xuanyin turned around but her eyes were not looking at him. Her chilly gaze was focused 

to the horizon, "Get up." 

Yun Che prudently got up to his feet. 

"Take a look at this yourself." Mu Xuanyin threw the black jade given by the envoy of the Moon God 

Realm in Yun Che’s direction. 

Yun Che grabbed the jade and his profound aura swept over it, "Moon God Realm... Realm King!? Grand 

marriage... Thirty months later..." 

Yun Che raised his head, "So it’s an invitation card and quite unexpectedly, to the grand marriage of the 

Moon God Realm’s Realm King." 

The Realm King of a King Realm was a being at the peak of the Primal Chaos. They were the highest level 

existence in the boundless universe... Yun Che didn’t have the slightest idea how fearsome such a 

person would be. 



The grand marriage of a King Realm’s Realm King was certainly enough to cause sensation throughout 

the Eastern Divine Region. It could be considered a great event even in the entire God Realm. But, 

wasn’t it a bit far-fetched to invite people from a middle star realm to the marriage of a King Realm’s 

King? 

Although Yun Che was thinking as such in his heart, he was obviously not so foolish to voice his 

thoughts. 

"Aren’t you thinking that why would we people from a middle star realm be invited to the grand 

marriage of a distinguished Realm King of one of the King Realms?" 

Yun Che nodded before hurriedly shaking his head. "No, no, disciple absolutely has no such thoughts. 

Even though it’s a King Realm, given Master’s power, it’s truly no surprise that we received the 

invitation." 

"Do you want to hear about a scandal?" Mu Xuanyin narrowed her eyes. "A scandal related to the Realm 

King of the Moon God Realm." 

Chapter 1033 - Moon God Scandal 

Scandal? 

The scandal of a King Realm’s Realm King? 

Was it even possible for such a great existence to have a scandal? 

Mu Xuanyin’s eyes looked like cold stars as she narrated, "The Moon God Realm King has been in the 

position for a very long time and has many offspring with a large number of women. But he has still 

never had a legal wife." 

Yun Che nodded in complete understanding. A mighty being like the Moon God Realm King was a person 

at the zenith of the entire Primal Chaos. His wife didn’t necessarily have to have the same status as him 

but the difference shouldn’t be too big at least. However, given the supremely high position of the 

Moon God Realm King, it would be extremely difficult to find such a woman. 

"Dozens of years ago, the rumor that the Moon God Realm King was about to get married began to 

spread in the God Realm all of a sudden. Later, the rumor turned into reality as the Moon God Realm 

started to send invitation cards, in order to invite all the kings of the God Realm to participate in the 

grand marriage of the Realm King." 

"Dozens of years ago?" Yun Che was stunned... If they announced the marriage dozens of years ago and 

even sent invitation cards... what are they doing all this for again? 

"It was only then that everyone in the God Realm found out about the person who was going to be the 

wife of Moon God Realm’s King. She is actually a woman that has Divine Stainless Body! Che’er, have 

you heard of this divine body before?" Mu Xuanyin glanced sideways at Yun Che as she asked. 

He shook his head, "To be selected by the Moon God Realm King as his legal wife and make him want to 

spread the information about it as if he was showing off his accomplishment... this Divine Stainless Body 

should be an extremely amazing physique." 



"Hmph! It’s just as you said. Back then, the Moon God Realm King certainly had the intention to show 

off. The Divine Stainless Body hasn’t appeared in the God Realm for as long as over a hundred thousand 

years, after all. There was no way the Moon 

God Realm King wouldn’t want to show off after picking up such a treasure," Mu Xuanyin said in a cold 

tone. 

"..." Yun Che was slack-jawed upon hearing her words. 

"Do you know about primordial energy?" Mu Xuanyin asked abruptly. 

Yun Che nodded, "Disciple does know about it. Primordial energy is the most primitive and strongest 

spirit energy of the Primal Chaos. It is also the origin of the power possessed by the ancient gods." 

"Correct." Seemingly feeling it was a bit unexpected that Yun Che, who was born in a lower realm, knew 

about primordial energy, Mu Xuanyin took a glance at him with narrowed eyes for an instant. Then, she 

continued, "The biggest reason behind the unimaginable strength of ancient gods and devils was their 

birth at the beginning period of Primal Chaos, at the start of the primordial world. Having been born 

amidst the purest and densest primordial energy, they were able to have the currently extinct True God 

power and True God physique." 

"When the gods and devils became extinct, the world never again saw the appearance of a True God. 

The cause for such a change is none other than the fact that primordial energy is growing more scarce 

and turbid day by day. It is only natural that the era of True Gods won’t arrive again in the Primal Chaos 

Realm." 

"But... although it has become extremely rare, given the vastness of the Primal Chaos, there still exist 

some wisps of pure primordial energy. This pure energy is attracted by the aura of a newborn that could 

be deemed as the purest lifeform. Therefore, if some lucky fellow could come into contact with pure 

primordial energy within a hundred breaths after their birth, the wisp of pure primordial energy would 

fuse with their body and make their physique transform into the Divine Stainless Body!" 

"Ah... So that’s how it is." Yun Che fell into a daze for a brief moment. No wonder that it was called a 

"divine body." It was actually a physique formed from the purest primordial energy which was the 

power behind the birth of True Gods in the ancient era. "In that case, if one could sense and find the 

location of pure primordial energy in advance and give birth to a child in its vicinity, couldn’t the Divine 

Stainless Body be formed in a similar manner?" 

"Hmph! What a ridiculous idea," Mu Xuanyin said coldly. "The quantity of pure primordial essence has 

already hit the bottom in the current Primal Chaos Realm, so how can a mortal body sense the the 

highest-tiered power that is primordial energy!? Even the Dragon Emperor of the Dragon God Realm, 

whom everyone recognizes as the strongest being in the Primal Chaos, is utterly incapable of sensing the 

existence of primordial energy; to say nothing of pure primordial energy." 

"Eh, I see." 

Yun Che suddenly recalled the words told to him by Jasmine in the past, when he was having a 

breakthrough in the Great Way of the Buddha. She had said that if he could practice it to the tenth 



stage, then he wouldn’t absorb some ordinary spirit energy of the heaven and earth any longer but the 

primordial energy! 

However, she also told him that even her elder brother had only practiced to the sixth stage of the Great 

Way of the Buddha, which was the ultimate limit of a human’s potential. 

Therefore, to be able to absorb primordial energy is... nothing more than a theoretical concept. 

"As such, the appearance of the Divine Stainless Body has always been dependant on the heavens. In 

the huge God Realm, such a body would appear on extremely rare occasions and the rarity is constantly 

increasing with the passage of time. Initially, a Divine Stainless Body would appear once in ten thousand 

years in the God Realm but later the frequency became once in tens of thousands of years." 

"Before this woman the Moon God Realm King is going to get married to, the Divine Stainless Body 

hadn’t appeared for a whole one hundred and fifty thousand years in the God Realm. It’s basically a 

heaven-bestowed treasure even to someone as great as the Moon God Realm King. Although her place 

of birth is ordinary, no one would be surprised to know that the Moon God Realm King has selected her 

as his legal wife. Hmph! Quite likely, even the Kings of other King Realms must be feeling envious of 

him." 

"So does that mean, this Divine Stainless Body is extremely powerful, the person with such a physique 

possesses a talent far superior to others or... " Yun Che slightly lowered his voice, "it is very suitable for 

dual cultivation?" 

"None of them. The one having Stainless Body wouldn’t experience too much change in their physique 

and it doesn’t assist in practicing, either. But, it greatly prolongs one’s lifespan. As for dual cultivation, it 

is even more useless in that aspect." 

Yun Che was dumbfounded by Mu Xuanyin’s reply. 

"It is not possible to even sense a power of primordial energy level, so how could the body of an 

ordinary person absorb it?" Mu Xuanyin continued her explanation. "Only women could have the Divine 

Stainless Body. Although the primordial energy couldn’t be absorbed by others, the infant born within 

such a body would exist together with the pure primordial energy from the very moment it comes into 

existence... Even if its potential would be far, far from comparable to the gods that were born amidst 

the primordial energy at the beginning of the Primal Chaos, the inherent nature of its physique would be 

similar to them." 

Listening up to here, Yun Che at once said in realization, "In other words, the descendent born from a 

woman with the Divine Stainless Body would have an extremely high talent?" 

"There is much more to it." Mu Xuanyin said. "Even if it’s just a faint wisp, it’s still pure primordial 

energy in the end. As the infant would stay in the womb until its birth, his life force, body, and profound 

meridians, all of them would be influenced by the aura. Not only would it have an extremely high talent, 

there’s also a great possibility for it to have a variant physique or even an already extinct variant 

physique." 

"The whole process would be quite similar to how all kinds of divine powers and divine physiques were 

born from the primordial energy in the past." 



"Variant... Physique?" The words Yun Che heard exceeded his cognition. 

"The first generation of descendants born would have an especially astonishing talent and physique. 

Although following the loss of the primordial energy, its quantity would become increasingly less after 

every generation but those descendants would be still incomparable to ordinary people." 

Mu Xuanyin glanced at Yun Che as she revealed an earth-shattering fact, "According to the history of the 

God Realm, the first descendants born from a woman that has the Divine Stainless Body, unless met an 

unexpected premature death, would all eventually reach the Divine Master Realm. Half of them even 

obtained strength that was in no way inferior to that of the Realm King of a King Realm. There has been 

no exceptions so far!" 

"..." Yun was shocked still. He could now clearly understand the reason behind the King wanting to 

"show off" his wife. 

Moreover... such a body had only appeared once after an immensely long period of a hundred and fifty 

thousand years. 

The rarity of this divine body could be easily noticed when considering that the vast God Realm didn’t 

even have a history of a million years. 

"Then... why did it become a scandal later?" Yun Che had somewhat guessed the cause by now. Since it 

was labeled as a scandal, could it be that... 

"That woman with Divine Stainless Body is rumored to be born in a lower star realm, at the periphery of 

the Eastern Divine Region. No one knows her real name. When she entered the Moon God Realm, the 

King of the Realm personally granted her the name of ’Yue Wugou.’ 

"Back then when the marriage was going to be held, the Moon God Realm sent invitation cards to all the 

King Realms of the Eastern Divine Region, upper star realms and even the King Realms of the other 

Divine Regions. The whole thing had been planned on an incomparably grand scale, going as far as 

employing very loud and sonorous voices to make the marriage announcement several times 

throughout the Eastern Divine Region. At the time, no one was unaware in the Eastern Divine Region 

that the Moon God Realm King would be taking in a woman with Divine Stainless Body as his wife." 

"However, less than ten days before the grand marriage, when a large number of Realm Kings of the 

upper star realms had arrived in the Moon God Realm in advance... Yue Wugou insisted on personally 

going to bring her biological parents to the Moon God Realm. However, she was met with an unforeseen 

accident on the way and all the people assigned to guard her lost their lives. Later, only their corpses 

could be discovered but Yue Wugou was nowhere to be found." 

"Ah?" Yun Che let out a light cry... There was still someone so daring as to offend the Moon God Realm!? 

"It goes without saying that the Moon God Realm King flew into a rage but unfortunately, he couldn’t 

find any clues on the corpses of the guards who had died so tragically. Even with the great power of the 

Moon God Realm, they were unable to find out anything that could hint at the kind of power that killed 

them. After he lost track of Yue Wugou, the King sent many people to look for her everywhere before he 

finally gave up on the hope. It caused a huge sensation as the grand marriage of the King of Eastern 

Divine Region’s King Realm ended without bearing any result. The Moon God Realm was greatly enraged 



and it didn’t take them much time to directly call the Star God Realm out on being the mastermind 

behind the accident. It was only the Star God Realm that could do such a thing, as they had a long-

standing enmity with the Moon God Realm." 

"It’s really isn’t that surprising if the Star God Realm had sent people to assassinate Yue Wugou. Only the 

Moon God Realm King could be blamed in this matter for being too arrogant and careless." 

Mu Xuanyin said in a cold voice. Her words clearly implied that she also believed that the Star God 

Realm was the one behind the murder of the guards and the disappearance of Yue Wugou. 

"But, this could be considered a tragedy at best; it’s not good enough to even call it a joke. How could 

something of the sort be titled a scandal?" Yun Che said in puzzlement. 

"Because everyone thought that Yue Wugou died in the incident. But to their surprise, she returned to 

the Moon God Realm by herself after a period of seven years." 

"Just that..." Mu Xuanyin narrowed her eyes a bit, "Although she was completely safe and sound, when 

she returned, the aura of her vital yin had disappeared. The distinct, utmost pure aura of the Divine 

Stainless Body had also weakened to less than twenty percent. The reason for her disappearance was 

self-evident. Not only was she robbed of her vital yin but she had also most likely given birth to at least a 

couple of children!" 

"..." Yun Che’s mouth was wide agape... What the heck!? It really turned out to be like that!? 

The Moon God Realm King invited so many distinguished guests and shook the entire God Realm with 

his marriage announcement... And yet, the woman he was going to take as his wife was not only made 

to sleep with someone else, she even gave birth to his children!! 

The mighty Moon God Realm King, a being at the summit of the Primal Chaos, the most terrifying person 

in the world... was actually cuckolded!? 

Instead of facing such a humiliation, the Moon God Realm King would have preferred for Yue Wugou to 

just have straight up died. 

"W-who... is that man?" Yun Che asked with wide eyes. 

"Hmph! The Moon God Realm King is more anxious than you to know the identity of the person. 

However, quite interestingly, Yue Wugou was willing to die rather than to tell about him, no matter 

what. It is said that the reason the Moon God Realm was unable to find her was because there was no 

aura emitted from her to locate. Although she fortunately survived the accident, her body had suffered 

heavy injuries, leading to the complete loss of profound strength in the seven years of her 

disappearance. She only took the initiative to return to the Moon God Realm because her profound 

strength had suddenly recovered and she was afraid of her location being discovered by the Moon God 

Realm." 

"In other words, she basically returned for the sake of protecting that man... Uh, and those children," 

Yun Che said as he felt the oddity of the situation. 



Are you for real?! Who exactly is that man?! Not only was the Moon God Realm King cuckolded by him, 

he also made Yue Wugou go and confront such a danger, all to protect him. She was willing to die than 

tell about him...? That man is f*cking awesome! 

"Correct. Even though the Moon God Realm King was extremely furious, he still spared her life thinking 

of their former affectionate relationship. She was then shut inside the prison and unless she tells him 

about the man, she will never again see the light of day." 

"It seems this Yue Wugou is quite a passionate and unyielding woman." Yun Che sighed inwardly. 

"The matter of Yue Wugou’s return and her losing her vital yin, was in fact something that shouldn’t be 

allowed to be known to others at any cost. But for some reason, this information spread to the outside 

world before long. Hmph! Such a scandal would naturally attract the attention of more and more people 

and spread at an increasingly fast rate. Within the three months after her return, nearly everyone even 

in the other Divine Regions knew about the matter. Afterwards, the Moon God Realm and the Star God 

Realm started a ceaseless, bitter fight between them, publicly and secretly. However, the Moon God 

Realm King never again made his appearance before others." 

Knowing the whole story, Yun Che in fact felt some sympathy towards the Moon God Realm King... He 

found a woman that had the Divine Stainless Body and high-spiritedly announced the world that he was 

taking her as his wife. The marriage was planned on a such a grand scale but in the end, he was 

ruthlessly cuckolded. Moreover, Yue Wugou was willing to forever stay in the darkness for the man who 

had cuckolded him. It was absolutely impossible for any man to bear such an immensely disgraceful 

matter; to say nothing of the distinguished Moon God Realm King! 

Chapter 1034 - The Four Great King Realms 

"As the Realm King of a King Realm who had experienced something so scandalous, he would normally 

wait from anywhere between several thousand years to ten thousand years before again bringing up the 

matter of taking someone as his wife. Even if he does plan to get married, he would absolutely not hold 

the marriage ceremony on such a grand scale. Otherwise, it would be as good as exposing his old scars 

and proactively making others recall his scandal from the past." 

"But, only thirty-odd years have passed since his ‘grand marriage’. Quite possibly, people haven’t 

forgotten the slightest bit about the incident. That’s why, it seems odd for the Moon God Realm to send 

wedding invitation cards once again." 

Mu Xuanyin took back the black jade from Yun Che’s hand, "Che’er, can you guess the reason?" 

Yun Che answered straight away, without even pausing to think, "Speaking from a man’s point of view, 

the Moon God Realm King should be doing so because of finding an extremely extraordinary woman. 

Someone who can help him wash away the humiliation from before." 

"Back then, when the Moon God Realm sent invitation cards, it was limited to King Realms and upper 

star realms. But this time, even we, from a middle star realm, have received the invitation card," Mu 

Xuanyin said indifferently. 



"..." Yun Che thought for a bit before revealing a surprised expression, "Could it be that the woman he is 

going to marry this time... possesses such comprehensive aspect that far surpasses even Yue Wugou, 

who had the Divine Stainless Body!?" 

Therefore, he was preparing more than the last time to let everyone know that... it was actually 

fortuitous for him to have not taken Yue Wugou as his wife! 

"That could be the sole reason," Mu Xuanyin said as she put away the black jade. "Master really wants 

to know what kind of extraordinary woman she is to make the Moon God Realm King, who has 

experienced such a shame in the past, want to flaunt and announce his marriage like this. However, it 

seems that the Moon God Realm King is acting wisely this time, as we never heard anything about him 

marrying again before receiving the invitation card. They didn’t even mention the name of the woman 

on the card." 

Yun Che thought inwardly: Of course, he will! Previously, due to him arrogantly showing off his future 

wife, Yue Wugou ended up being targeted by someone else. Eventually, not only did he not obtain the 

Divine Stainless Body but was also cuckolded, which became his disgrace of a lifetime. Now that he has 

found a woman that can make it possible for him to regain his reputation, he’d naturally not let the 

same thing repeat itself. He would certainly not disclose her identity but also make all efforts to keep it 

hidden." 

If the Moon God Realm King carries out the preparations carefully, others would only know who the 

woman is on the day of the grand marriage. 

"Considering how the Divine Stainless Body appeared after a period of a whole hundred and fifty 

thousand years and could make even someone as great as the Moon God Realm King go wild with joy, 

disciple thought that it should be the most top-notch existence in the God Realm. Who would’ve 

thought that there still existed a divine body that has more astonishing talent than the Divine Stainless 

Body," Yun Che said in amazement. His eyes looking at Mu Xuanyin contained the desire for her to tell 

him about it. 

However, Mu Xuanyin slowly shook her head as she knitted her brows a bit, "The Divine Stainless Body is 

definitely the physique with the most top-notch talent in the God Realm. Master has also never heard of 

a physique that can surpass the Divine Stainless Body in talent. There is almost no physique that even 

possesses the same level of talent as it. After all, the Divine Stainless Body is a physique formed by the 

blessing of the highest-tiered power in the Primal Chaos—primordial energy." 

"Then, could it be that the woman excels in other aspects, such as strength and position...?" 

Halfway through his words, Yun Che himself denied the possibility. No matter whether it was strength or 

position, the Moon God Realm King was already at the zenith of the God Realm. There was no woman in 

the world, who deserved to claim that it was her "marrying him." 

Mu Xuanyin had a cold and desolate look on her face as she was also feeling doubtful in her heart. 

Suddenly, her eyes faintly stirred, as if she had thought of something. 

Heart of Snow Glazed Glass!? 



Before long, she completely dispelled the thought from her mind... That was absolutely impossible! The 

Heart of Snow Glazed Glass was so rare that it was difficult to appear once in a million years, even in the 

Era of Gods. That late ancestor who created the Eternal Heaven God Realm, should be the greatest 

miracle ever bestowed by the heavens. It was basically impossible for such a miracle to appear again and 

the name of Heart of Snow Glazed Glass now only existed in ancient records and memories. 

"Though the details are unknown, we’ll naturally find out the truth thirty months from now. More 

importantly, that Yue Wugou will certainly lose her life soon. Even the identity and location of that man 

and their children might get revealed. There is no doubt that they will have an incomparably tragic end," 

Mu Xuanyin said in a cold tone. 

Yun Che was startled for a moment but he at once understood the meaning of her words, "Master 

means that... her soul will get searched forcibly!?" 

"To search the soul of a practitioner at the Divine Soul Realm is a lot more difficult than an ordinary 

person and the result would be equally cruel. Even if the Moon God Realm King personally searches her 

soul forcibly, the chances of success are less than thirty percent. Regardless of the outcome, whether he 

succeeds or fails, Yue Wugou will certainly not escape death. He might have spared her life thinking of 

his previous affection towards her but after deciding to take another woman as his wife, there is no 

reason left to keep her alive. Hmph! If Yue Wugou were to get the information in advance, she would 

likely choose to sever her own life. It is also possible that... she might have already done so." 

"..." Yun Che sighed inwardly. With his understanding towards women, he believed that Yue Wugou was 

still alive—even if she knew that it was impossible for her to see the light of day again and even more so 

that man and their children. She might fully understand that her staying alive would only increase the 

risk for them but her feelings of concern for that man and their children, that exist at the softest part in 

the depths of her heart, would make her unable to give up on life. She would instinctively and 

uncontrollably hope for a miracle to happen and be able to reunite with them. 

Even if she knew very well that it was an extravagant hope. 

After all, a trace of her deep feelings could be seen by how she was willing to die rather than to reveal 

the man to the Moon God Realm King. 

"Anyways, such a matter is totally unrelated to us." Mu Xuanyin changed her tone. "Master spoke of 

these matters to you in order to let you understand the current political situation of the Eastern Divine 

Region. The scandal didn’t just make the Moon God Realm King into a laughingstock, the greatest impact 

of the incident was actually on the relationship between the Moon God Realm and the Star God Realm. 

The old foes had become arch-enemies due to the scandal. They have already fought hard no less than 

ten times openly and countless times secretly, in the short period of thirty-odd years. If not for the 

Eternal Heaven God Realm regularly stepping in to stop the two parties and make peace between them, 

the Eastern Divine Region would have likely experienced the greatest disaster ever by now. However, if 

things go on like this, there will come a day when the situation will fully go out of control." 

The Star God Realm and Moon God Realm weren’t ordinary star realms but the most powerful King 

Realms! If the bitter fight between the two great King Realms were to truly reach the extent of going out 

of control, it would be far more than a disaster to the Eastern Divine Region! 



Yun Che frowned at the thought... He would not be concerned if some other star realms were doing this 

and that but the Star God Realm was the place where Jasmine was. 

"Why do the Star God Realm and Moon God Realm have such a grudge between them...? Is their 

situation similar to our Snow Song Realm and the Flame God Realm?" Yun Che asked. 

"Of course, not," Mu Xuanyin replied. "In fact, there was never too big of a grudge between our realms. 

The biggest reason behind our hostile attitude towards each other is the opposing attributes of ice and 

fire. That’s why we instinctively feel a sense of rejection. In addition, since the two realms are adjacent, 

it was inevitable for there to be a continuous friction between us. But despite it all, we have never gone 

overboard. My accidental injuring of Huo Rulie’s son a thousand years ago and then his plotting against 

Bingyun to take revenge could be considered the biggest conflict between the two realms in recent 

years." 

"The grudge between the Star God Realm and Moon God Realm has existed since the creation of the 

two realms. The founder ancestors of the two realms harbored ill feelings against each other and so the 

grudge was “inherited” and passed on to the later generations. At some point in time later, the hostility 

between them grew to such an extent that they stopped caring about the so-called grudge or its reason 

and it instead became a custom that is passed on generation after generation." 

Yun Che nodded. He could completely understand the point. 

A lot of times, grudges continue for generations not because of the original grudge itself but due it 

becoming a kind of custom. To put it in plain words, neither of the two sides would be willing to take the 

initiative to seek reconciliation, for the sake of their self-esteem and dignity. 

"Although the two realms were hostile to each other, given their identity as the incomparably powerful 

King Realms, it was obviously impossible for them to tear into each other. Otherwise, it would only lead 

to the defeat and suffering of both sides. But that scandal from over thirty years ago crossed the bottom 

line of the Moon God Realm King. Consequently, the status quo between the two realms was shaken, 

after a period of as long as several hundred thousand years. They have been fighting unprecedentedly 

tragic battles since then. If not for the interference of the Eternal Heaven God Realm, the whole 

situation would have definitely gotten even worse, so much so that it would be too ghastly to 

contemplate." 

"Speaking of which," Mu Xuanyin suddenly looked at Yun Che, "The mother of the Heavenly Slaughter 

Star God you are looking for, died at the hands of the Moon God Realm!" 

"What?" Yun Che was taken aback. 

Yun Che was aware that Jasmine’s mother was dead. She had showed great hatred when the matter was 

brought up accidentally. At the same time, she also mentioned... “that person." 

That person... Don’t tell me she was referring to the Moon God Realm King? 

But that was unlikely... as she had never mentioned the Moon God Realm in all the years she had been 

by his side. 

Once she mentioned something related to the Heavenly Slaughter God, Yun Che had a particularly 

intense reaction. Mu Xuanyin shifted her gaze from him as she said in a cold voice, "The mother of the 



Heavenly Slaughter Star God has given birth to a total of two children. The other child also inherited the 

power of a Star God and was titled the Heavenly Wolf Star God. At the time it was rumored that after 

she fell into the hands of the Moon God Realm, the Realm King didn’t have the intention to kill her and 

instead wanted to hand over her in exchange for a precious artifact from the Star God Realm. But, the 

Star God Realm King outright rejected him." 

Yun Che, "!!" 

"Afterwards, the Heavenly Wolf Star God forced his way through the Moon God Realm to rescue his 

mother. In that battle, the Heavenly Wolf Star God single-handedly slaughtered three great Divine 

Masters, twenty Divine Sovereigns and countless other practitioners of lower cultivation levels. He also 

severely injured two Moon Gods and thoroughly destroyed a star region of the Moon God Realm..." 

Yun Che was slack-jawed and flabbergasted. 

"Later, his mother severed her life vein and died so as to not let him lose his life in the Moon God Realm. 

The Heavenly Wolf Star God cried in pain to see such an outcome and in the end, he didn’t advance 

rashly any further, successfully managing to flee from the Moon God Realm." 

"Although the Heavenly Wolf Star God failed to save his mother, his name shook the entire God Realm 

after the battle. The might of his name even surpassed that of the Moon God Realm King at one point 

but no one thought that he would be the first Star God to die." 

"..." Yun Che was startled when he listened up to here. The feelings and emotions in his heart were 

surging ceaselessly. 

Her mother lost her life in the Moon God Realm, her father did nothing to save her, and her elder 

brother also died after that... 

Is this why Jasmine hates her father so much...? 

Is this why she didn’t hesitate in going as far as the Southern Divine Region in her thirst for power, to 

find the inheritance of Evil God...? Consequently, helping me to obtain it instead. 

"Back then, the "fall” of Heavenly Slaughter Star God had also caused a sensation for some time. It was 

rumored that she was conspired against due to the Moon God Realm’s manipulation from behind the 

scenes... and, it was only the Moon God Realm that could have done so." 

Jasmine’s fragmentary words replayed in Yun Che’s mind. Soon after, a doubt surfaced in his heart—in 

that case, why did she never say anything about the Moon God Realm? 

Instead... at that one time when she displayed the most fearsome hatred, the one she mentioned was 

actually a woman. 

It seems the whole thing was far more complicated than what was known by outsiders... Just that, given 

how weak I am, it’s simply impossible for me to share even the slightest bit of her burden. 

"The Profound God Convention this time is going to be jointly held by the Brahma Monarch God Realm, 

the Eternal Heaven God Realm, the Moon God Realm, and the Star God Realm. Since the names of the 

Moon God Realm and the Star God Realm have appeared for the same event, it clearly explains that the 



two realms will have to temporarily put aside their grudges to prepare for and carry out the convention. 

It goes without saying that Eternal Heaven God Realm was the one that facilitated such a setup." 

"The overall strength of Eternal Heaven God Realm may be lower than the Brahma Monarch God Realm 

but it is the leader of the Eastern Divine Region when it comes to prestige. It is a King Realm known for 

being impartial, benevolent, and upright and hence, receives the respect of the myriad worlds.” 

Yun Che slightly nodded his head. The Eternal Heaven God Realm didn’t hesitate to use all the power of 

the Eternal Heaven Pearl to carry out the Profound God Convention, for the genius profound 

practitioners from other realms. This point was enough to display the uprightness and selflessness of the 

Eternal Heaven God Realm. 

Otherwise, how would the Eternal Heaven Pearl acknowledge them as its owner—its first owner was Xi 

Ke, the Creation God, after all. Since he was a Creation God, he was naturally a righteous god. 

Unlike himself... as the Sky Poison Pearl was a thing of the Devil Realm in the Ancient Era. 

"And the Brahma Monarch God Realm—as the leader of King Realms in the Eastern Divine Region, never 

interferes with any other realm. The profound practitioners of the Brahma Monarch God Realm, from 

the Realm King at the top to the commoners at the bottom, all inherently possess an extremely strong 

obsession to pursue the profound way. They practically go insane to fulfill this desire. Furthermore, 

since the people of the Brahma Monarch God Realm have practised in such a frenzied manner for 

generations, not a single weak person can be found in the entire realm. Any one of the inhabitants is 

strong enough to be the commanding person of a place in other realms. You definitely can’t imagine the 

terror of having a realm filled with such people." 

"This is precisely the biggest reason that the Brahma Monarch God Realm has always remained at the 

top of the Eastern Divine Region and has never weakened since time immemorial." 

No one was weak in the Brahma Monarch, the Eternal Heaven was most upright and there was enmity 

between the Star God and Moon God Realm that has become full-blown in recent years... Yun Che firmly 

remembered the information in his heart—though he was not aware of Mu Xuanyin’s intention behind 

telling all this to him. After all, with his insignificant strength at the moment, a level such as a King Realm 

was too much of an indiscernible and distant thing to him. 

"If you’re interested in the history of the Eastern Divine Region, you can go yourself and leaf through the 

sacred scriptures in the Sacred Hall... But keep in mind that you only have today to do so." 

As Yun Che was feeling astonished, the pale-white sky seemed to have sunk down and the air around 

him turned into a condensed state. Mu Xuanyin’s gaze full upon him as she said in an almost soul-

piercing voice, "Because from tomorrow until the beginning of the Profound God Convention, you will 

be living every day in hell!" 

Chapter 1035 – Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections 

Heavenly Netherfrost Lake. 

The water of Heavenly Lake was still as a bright mirror and only ice spirits could be seen dancing around, 

sometimes slow and other times in a nimble motion. On the shore of the lake, Mu Xuanyin and Yun Che 

were standing facing each other with some distance between them. Although both of them were 



dressed in snow-white robes, Yun Che’s might and existence seemed insignificant before the aura that 

was being silently emitted by Mu Xuanyin. 

Yesterday was the last time for rest and reorganization and today, was the beginning of hard training. 

“Let Master have a look at your peak condition. There is no need to hold back your abilities.” 

The moment Yun Che heard Mu Xuanyin’s words, profound energy suddenly erupted from his body and 

Evil God’s Gates were instantly opened in succession—Evil Soul—Burning Heart—Purgatory. His 

profound aura turned from colorless to pale red and after a brief period, it forcibly broke through the 

shackles with a loud rumble, as it experienced a qualitative change and the color turned as scarlet as 

fresh blood. His originally calm and stable profound energy abruptly became agitated, like a savage 

beast that had been infuriated. 

Similar agitation could be seen in Yun Che’s eyes. 

Mu Xuanyin slightly raised her brows as she said indifferently, “Attack.” 

“Haah!!” 

Yun Che let out a loud roar. He took out the Heaven Smiting Sword and the profound energy that was 

running wild within his body crazily gushed over the blade. Golden Crow Flames and Phoenix Flames 

began burning at the same time as flaming sword beam more than ten meters long shot out from the 

Heaven Smiting Sword. Then, he unleashed “Destroying Heaven Decimating Earth” in Mu Xuanyin’s 

direction, while howling at the top of his lungs. 

The airflow of the Heavenly Lake was thrown into disorder, scaring the ice spirits who flew away at quite 

a fast speed. Yun Che appeared like a volcano shooting up its contents without any previous sign... 

However, when the Heaven Smiting Sword was still more than thirty meters away from reaching Mu 

Xuanyin, the storm of his greatly boosted and terrifying profound strength disappeared without any 

trace in the blink of an eye. 

Yun Che’s body as well as his sword were restrained in the air. It seemed as though the greatly boosted 

power within him had been completely sucked away by an invisible black hole. There was just nothing of 

it left in him and he couldn’t even hear the least bit sound of his previously surging power. 

In front of him was Mu Xuanyin quietly standing in place. Her eyes had a deep and chilly look in them 

and her snow-white robe gave off a calm and desolate feeling. She hadn’t moved so much as a muscle 

the whole time and didn’t release the least bit of her profound energy, either. 

Yun Che fell down from the air with a stupefied expression on his face and then stared blankly at her for 

a good while. 

His peak strength before Mu Xuanyin was truly like a grain of salt before a sea. It couldn’t even be 

considered low and petty in comparison, as the difference between the two was unimaginably huge. 

“Not bad.” 

There was simply no change in the look of Mu Xuanyin’s eyes but she favorably appraised his strength. 

Afterwards, she slowly lifted her right hand. 



Still in a daze, Yun Che sensed a fatal danger all of a sudden. His body instinctively reacted and instantly 

moved away from the place by employing Star God’s Broken Shadow. But five cold streaks of light, that 

he couldn’t notice with naked eyes, shot out of the void towards him and struck directly on his real body 

that had retreated just a second ago. There wasn’t even one of them that targeted his five illusory 

images. 

Pfft! 

Although the five cold streaks of light immediately came to a halt after coming in contact with his body 

and subsequently dissipated, Yun Che’s heart spasmed for a while as cold sweat completely drenched 

him. The reason was none other than the fact that any one of those streaks was enough to put him to 

death. 

The cold energy had already made contact with his body by the time he sensed it approaching—and it 

was even after he used Star Gods Broken Shadow to flash out of its way. 

Yun Che let out a long breath as he raised his head but Mu Xuanyin was no longer present in front of 

him. He quickly turned around as his gaze swept over the surroundings but he didn’t catch sight of even 

her shadow. When his gaze once more returned to the front, he actually saw Mu Xuanyin before his 

eyes, standing less than ten steps away. 

“The abundance of your profound energy far surpasses practitioners of same level and its explosiveness 

is satisfactory. This should be due to the power of the Evil God,” Mu Xuanyin coldly said, staring at Yun 

Che’s eyes. “But you are severely lacking the most important thing, sensation.” 

“Sensation?” Yun Che blanked for a moment. 

“Follow me to a place.” 

Mu Xuanyin lightly swept out her palm, causing the space ahead to tear apart without a sound. Before 

Yun Che could react to it, his body was sucked into the crack in space. 

For an instant, his vision turned blurred and bright and then he found himself in another world. 

The lower altitude was completely covered in fog, which was incomparably pale in color as well as 

dense. It was impossible for an ordinary fog to obstruct Yun Che’s line of sight but he couldn’t even see 

the things three hundred meters away due to the presence of the dense fog. Upon exerting his all power 

to look into the distance, he could barely make out snow-covered mountains of various heights. 

There was also a huge sealing profound formation less than thirty meters from him emitting a cold shine 

like ice-crystals. 

“This place is called the Mist End Valley, where the disciples who make big mistakes are sent to be 

disciplined. If a disciple commits an unforgivable sin, they are thrown into this valley to let them perish 

on their own. Such disciples would always end up dying a very fast and miserable death, with no 

exceptions to this day.” 

It was obviously not possible for the cold energy here to be as threatening as the Heavenly Netherfrost 

Lake but the whistling chilly wind blowing in the place carried a heart-palpating eeriness. 



Yun Che’s heart thumped loudly. He asked in a probing tone, “Master, don’t tell me you brought the 

disciple here to...” 

Since it was called the “Valley of Death,” there was naturally something amiss about the place. 

“A large number of profound beasts are born in the Mist End Valley but they are completely different 

from those you have seen in the Ice Phoenix Region. The profound beasts that are born in an 

environment like the Mist End Valley are basically all incomparably brutal in nature. They don’t even 

hesitate to slaughter their own kind, to say nothing of beings of other species. Every profound beast you 

come across in the valley will go after your life right away. The weakest of them is at the same level as 

the Winterfrost Direwolf you have seen and the strongest ones are comparable to the profound 

practitioners of in the Divine Tribulation Realm.” 

“...” Yun Che’s eyes revealed a shocked look. Listening up to here, he had already guessed Mu Xuanyin’s 

intention behind bringing him to the place. 

“In addition, the ones you’ll be confronting are not only the profound beasts. There are also some 

former Ice Phoenix disciples in there, who have been sent inside not that long ago and are still alive even 

after facing the constant assault of the brutal profound beasts. The disciples who can survive in such a 

condition should at least the early to mid stage of the Divine Soul Realm. Even those at the Divine 

Tribulation Realm will be present among them. As a group of people who are bound to die, sooner or 

later, they wouldn’t spare any means to live on as long as possible. Hence, they are far more fearsome 

than the brutal profound beasts. If you were to face any of them head-on, you would die beyond a 

shadow of a doubt.” 

“Master, could it be that you want this disciple to... enter the Mist End Valley to gain experience and 

train?” Yun Che asked in quite an apprehensive tone. 

“Correct. But that is for later. If I were to throw you in there right now, you would only meet a tragic 

end, within seven and a half minutes.” 

Yun Che heaved a heavy sigh of relief at her words but such a reaction was absolutely not because of 

him being a coward. Hearing Mu Xuanyin’s description of the Mist End Valley, he fully understood that it 

would be no different from having a death wish, if he were to enter the valley with his current strength. 

“Master gives you six months,” Mu Xuanyin said in a cold voice. “Six months from now, Master will 

throw you into the Mist End Valley. If you don’t want to die too fast in there or wish to come out alive, 

then practice well during these six months, without slacking for even a second.” 

She paused for a bit before her tone suddenly became cold and emotionless, “You won’t get the 

opportunity to slack anyways.” 

“Six months?” 

After practicing the profound power up to the Divine Origin Realm, he clearly felt the considerable 

difficulty in raising his profound power of divine way. Even though he had been practicing all this time, 

the strength of his profound power was still almost the same as when he had just broken through to the 

Divine Origin Realm. It was unknown whether he could even have a breakthrough to the second level of 

the Divine Origin Realm in the six months and even if he could... it would still be no different from 



having a death wish to enter the danger-filled Mist End Valley, due to the presence of the many Divine 

Soul Realm and even Divine Tribulation Realm brutal beasts as well as profound practitioners. 

Yun Che raised his head, wanting to say something. But when he met Mu Xuanyin’s eyes, his entire body 

felt a shiver coursing through it. Eventually, he didn’t say a word and lowered his head, “Understood. 

Disciple will spare no effort.” 

“Given your comprehension ability, it is unnecessary for me to teach you the Ice Phoenix God Investiture 

Canon. You can comprehend it on your own. During this six months period, I permit you to enter the 

Heavenly Netherfrost Lake whenever you want. But every noon, you need to return to the Sacred Hall, 

so you can spar with me.” 

“Ah? Spar... with Master?” Yun Che leapt up in fright. 

Although sparring with an expert would help in upgrading one’s profound way, the difference of levels 

between him and Mu Xuanyin was simply too enormous. Him facing a person of her strength, didn’t 

deserve to be labeled with the word “spar.” 

“Hmph!” 

Amidst the sound of her snort, Mu Xuanyin grabbed his arm and a tear appeared in space again. Yun 

Che’s vision became blurred and he was back in the Sacred Hall in the next moment. 

Mu Xuanyin slowly stretched out her jade-white palm. The aura on her body disappeared at an 

extremely rapid pace, so much so that it was impossible for Yun Che to sense her existence. 

“Master will suppress her profound strength to the Divine Soul Realm. But, even if my profound power 

can be suppressed, nothing can be done about my consciousness and sensation. Do you understand 

me?” 

Yun Che nodded his head as he secretly took a breath. With incomparable cautiousness, he assumed a 

stance, not daring to say another word. 

Sparring with a person at the Divine Master Realm... Much less him, even the Realm Kings of lower and 

mid star realms wouldn’t dare to think of it. 

“During our spar every day, I will only launch a total of ten attacks. If you can successfully resist or evade 

the attacks or perhaps touch Master before the end of the ten attacks or force me back even half a step, 

then you will be considered the victor. And if not... you will know the consequences soon.” 

Her bone-piercing cold voice and eyes made Yun Che feel as though his heart had been firmly clutched. 

He had an extremely terrifying premonition. 

“If you can’t win even once in these six months, you can forget about going to the Eternal Heaven God 

Realm. Master will also no longer waste her mental and physical effort on trash that is bound to die in 

the Mist End Valley.” 

Immediately, Yun Che felt as if his nerves were pricked with a needle. He furrowed his brows and his 

eyes seemed to have turned into cold stars. He slightly gritted his teeth, “Disciple will... make sure not to 

disappoint Master.” 



“It would be for the best.” 

A snowflake lightly drifted through the air as it fell on Mu Xuanyin’s fingertip. Then, she gently pushed 

the finger forward, making the snowflake fly towards Yun Che, as if it was being carried by a breeze. 

The cold aura contained in the snowflake made him at once feel a suffocating oppressive power drawing 

near him. If not for the fact that he had seen it personally, who would’ve thought that a fragment of 

snow could change into something so horrifying. 

Yun Che’s reaction could be considered extremely fast. In a flash, the Heaven Smiting Sword appeared in 

his hand and its whole blade burned with flames. Then, he thrust forth with all he had, to counter the 

snowflake drifting in the air. 

His biggest strength lay in the use of Heavy Sword to directly release an explosive power. Back in the 

Profound Sky Continent, it was precisely due to this move that he could flatten mountains and split 

oceans. 

When the snowflake came even closer, his whole-hearted attack was thoroughly destroyed in an 

instant. The extremely thin snowflake tore through the storm generated by the heavy wword and hit 

right in his solar plexus, without pausing for even a split second during the entire process. 

Yun Che turned pale in fear. Unable to bother about his body losing balance or the severe pain in his 

arms, profound aura erupted from his body once again, as he quickly released Sealing Cloud Locking 

Sun. 

BANG!!! 

Evil God’s protection screen held for an instant before shattering with a loud explosion. A tremendous, 

ice-cold power heavily struck at his right arm. 

“Ughah!” 

Yun Che let out a miserable cry as the Heaven Smiting Sword slipped out of his hand. All the meridians in 

his right arm were snapped instantly, due to the eruption of the terrifying power that had struck his 

arm. 

Yun Che staggered quite a few steps backwards. There were no bloodstains on his right arm and it 

wasn’t fractured either but it was very apparent that it was drooping down heavily. 

Yun Che supported his right arm with his left hand. He had yet to stabilize his footing when his pupils 

shrank all of a sudden... Mu Xuanyin hadn’t paused her attacks even though he was in such a situation. 

She soon flipped over her palm lightly, causing the space in front of Yun Che to cave in suddenly... 

BOOM———— 

Before he could even react, he felt as if a star had burst open in his body. The flood of a matchless 

terrifying energy gushed into him and spread to every corner and meridian within... 

Without delay, all his meridians snapped and he felt dizzy as though someone had hit his head with a 

huge hammer. 



Yun Che’s eyes lost their lustre right away, making him suddenly look like a puppet without a life force, 

as his body went stiff and didn’t show any reaction while falling down. 

There were no bloodstains on his body or even a scar. But, the meridians throughout his body were in 

an utterly broken state. 

Back when he was in the Blue Pole Star, he had also been heavily injured several times, due to getting 

involved in bitter battles. The backlash of Evil God’s power had led to the collapse and breakdown of his 

meridians, with the most miserable instance being that time when close to half of his meridians were 

snapped... However, this was the first time that each and every meridian in his body was snapped. 

There was no doubt that the profound power coursing through his meridians, had also completely 

leaked and dispersed outside. 

The last thing he remembered was Mu Xuanyin being apparently present beside him. Her voice sounded 

obscure and indistinct, as if it was unreal or he was just dreaming but it was so devoid of emotions that 

he still felt chilled to the bone. 

“Is it very painful? Then make sure that your body doesn’t forget the pain.” 

Having all meridians snapped would absolutely be a hundred times more painful than all his bones being 

broken. Yun Che’s lips moved for a bit before he completely lost his consciousness. But his body was still 

convulsing due the extreme pain it was suffering from right now. 

Looking at the unconscious Yun Che, there was only an indifferent expression on Mu Xuanyin’s face. She 

reached out her hand to lift his body and returned inside the Sacred Hall in a flash. 

She was at the center of Sacred Hall, which was practically a world of ice. There was a pond at the 

central area of this icy world, that was only a bit over thirty square meters in area. The water of the 

pond was clear as a mirror and at its center was a snow lotus which was blooming proudly at this very 

moment. 

This snow lotus was several times bigger than an ordinary one and every one of its overlapped petals 

was the size of a palm. It not only looked exceptionally pure, beautiful and flawless, it was also shining 

with a faint, blue and translucent light. 

Its root stalk as well as the snow lotus itself, seemed to have been made of ice-crystals formed by the 

condensation of purified water. They were truly dazzling to the eye. At first glance, no one would think 

of it as something that had naturally grown and instead consider it an ice-crystal that had been carved in 

such a way. 

Mu Xuanyin flung her arm, throwing Yun Che’s body into the water. Her gaze fell on the ice lotus at the 

center and her snow-like finger lightly pointed in its direction. 

Immediately, a formless profound formation began to glow, which was set up around the snow lotus. 

Afterwards, it slowly dissipated, following the light movements of Mu Xuanyin’s finger. 

“Hah...” 



For some reason, Mu Xuanyin sighed lightly. She came to the edge of the pond and moved her finger in 

a circular motion. A petal of snow lotus flew out and fell into her palm. Then, she placed it on Yun Che’s 

chest to cover the injured area. 

CLANG!! 

A strong profound light the color of an azure sunset brightened the entire Sacred Hall. It was because 

Mu Xuanyin had channeled nearly seventy percent of her profound power in the extremely brief time of 

an instant. The highest level power in the Primal Chaos blended into the petal of the snow lotus before 

slowly permeating Yun Che’s body... The snow-white petal at once glowed with incomparably blinding 

white rays of light. Under the influence of the white rays, Yun Che’s body got wrapped in a brilliantly 

shining white layer. Subsequently, several streaks of faint white rays started to emanate from his body, 

which increasingly grew in number and spread throughout his body in no time. 

The things releasing these white rays were actually the snapped meridians in his body. 

Meanwhile, the white rays of the snow lotus petal became weaker and weaker. Ultimately, they 

completely disappeared as if they had atomized. 

Mu Xuanyin quickly restrained her profound aura and also moved her palm away from his solar plexus. 

As for the white rays originating from within Yun Che’s meridians, that were none other than the rays of 

light that had permeated his body earlier, they were visibly and gradually connecting his meridians and 

merging with them... 

By the time the white rays of light fully dissipated without a trace, Yun Che’s thoroughly snapped 

meridians had perfectly recovered; no damage was left at this point in time... Moreover, if one could see 

through his body, they would clearly notice that all his meridians were giving off a bizarre icy and 

magnificent luster. 

Chapter 1036 - Bones like Refined Steel, Meridians like an Impregnable Fortress 

Although Yun Che was unconscious, his complexion was no longer pale and his breath soon became 

regular. With a wave of Mu Xuanyin’s arm, a gust of cold energy immediately pulled Yun Che out of the 

pond and threw him on the ice-cold ground. 

It was at this time that a current of cold energy rapidly approached the Sacred Hall. There was only one 

person in the entire Snow Song Realm who would dare to so directly enter a place of such importance. 

A snowy figure swayed in the air as Mu Bingyun appeared beside Mu Xuanyin. An usually aloof and 

indifferent person like her was clearly somewhat anxious at the moment, "Elder Sister, did you undo the 

seal? I just sensed the Buddha Heart Lotus being unsealed." 

While speaking, her gaze fell on the immensely shiny and translucent snow lotus at the center of the 

pond. The seal around it had already been undone and a bizarre spirit power with a delicate fragrance to 

it was noiselessly spreading in the huge hall. 

The eighty-one-petalled Buddha Heart Lotus was presently lacking a petal. 

The aura it had lost was faintly emitting from another place—the fainted Yun Che on the ground. 



"You used the Buddha Heart Lotus... on Yun Che?" The light in her eyes slightly flickered as her voice 

carried a deep sense of puzzlement. 

Yun Che’s body was lying silently but due to the effect of the powerful Dragon God Soul, his 

consciousness had faintly awakened at this moment. It was just that he was unable to control the aura 

of his body. 

"His skeleton is extremely hard and his skin and flesh far surpass the capabilities of an ordinary body. It 

was only his meridians that were utterly fragile," Mu Xuanyin said. "That’s why, I thought to bestow him 

the thing he was in dire need of." 

Although Mu Xuanyin’s tone was extremely flat, Mu Bingyun knew very well what her action really 

entailed. She lightly shook her head and spoke as if she had heard some crazy thing, "You put your heart 

and soul into raising this Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections and waited a whole nine thousand 

years for it to reach this point. In its perfect state, it could certainly let you take a step further from the 

Divine Master Realm. It is not only a thing that was left behind by the gods, it is also impossible for a 

second one of it to appear again in the world. You even spent most of your life taking care of it... Do you 

truly want to give it all to Yun Che?" 

Mu Xuanyin slightly nodded her head. But her eyes were like cold stars, without the slightest 

fluctuations in them. As she had made up her mind to do so, she didn’t feel any regret or pity in her 

heart. 

"..." Mu Bingyun looked fixedly at Mu Xuanyin for a long while before saying in a light tone, "Elder Sister, 

you have been especially nice to him since the time you accepted him as a disciple. Initially, I thought 

that you were doing it out of gratefulness for saving my life but... it seems the reason is far more than 

that." 

"No matter whether it is a coincidence or the will of heaven, since he has become my disciple, I should 

do what a master is supposed to. There is no teacher in the world who doesn’t wish for their disciples to 

surpass them. Unfortunately, Ke’er and Hanyan are unable to do so but he has the possibility... so long 

as he can live long enough." 

"Yun Che possesses many extraordinary and strange things, as well as a lot of secrets that even I don’t 

know or can’t understand. If he doesn’t die prematurely, he will definitely become someone 

extraordinary in the future. His previous master, the Heavenly Slaughter Star God, is herself just an 

ignorant little girl who received her inheritance at a very young age. As such, that little girl totally failed 

in drawing out the astonishingly great potential in him." 

"The Heavenly Slaughter Star God wasn’t even ten when she received the inheritance. Calculating the 

time up to when she met Yun Che, she should not be more than thirteen or fourteen years old back 

then. Having inherited the Heavenly Slaughter Star God’s power and memories, she may be the 

strongest among the twelve star gods in killing people. But when it comes to teaching others... it is too 

difficult of a task for her, given her age and temperament," Mu Bingyun said. 

"There is only one person in the world who has the inheritance of a Creation God. Regardless of in 

whose hands he falls, they would either want to rob him of his power or see what heights such a power 



is capable of reaching. Bingyun," Mu Xuanyin said in a faintly cold voice, "don’t you feel that it is quite 

interesting to personally train such a little monster?" 

Yun Che, "..." 

Mu Bingyun lightly sighed before giving a deep glance at the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections 

that was lacking a petal, "If Elder Sister has decided to go through with it, then no one can change your 

mind. I only hope that Yun Che can succeed in realizing your wish. However, as the Buddha Heart Lotus 

has eighty-one petals, the tempering process of meridians needs to be repeated eighty-one times. 

Following the gradual transformation of his meridians, every time all of them get snapped, it will be 

accompanied by a pain that will far exceed what he experienced during the last tempering process. So, 

he might not be able to persevere until the end of the whole tempering process." 

"Hmph! It is not up to him to make that decision. He has to endure, whether he is able or not." 

Only vaguely awake, Yun Che struggled to gradually sober up. Soon after, his fingers moved a bit as he 

finally woke up from his drowsy state. 

At this time, Mu Xuanyin and Mu Bingyun simultaneously glanced sideways in his direction. 

Yun Che got to his feet, before getting down on his knee again, "Master, Palace Master Bingyun... this 

place is?’ 

"No need to ask anything," Mu Xuanyin said coldly. "Since you have awakened, hurry up and return to 

the Heavenly Netherfrost Lake to cultivate on your own. You are not allowed to leave that place without 

permission or slack for even a split second. Tomorrow after noon, you will be sparing with Master once 

again... You can go now!" 

"Understood." Yun Che could only obey her. 

Returning to the Heavenly Netherfrost Lake, he stood on the shore. His mind was occupied by that 

bizarre snow lotus he had only caught a glimpse of and the conversation he heard when he was vaguely 

conscious. 

"Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections..." Yun Che mumbled with an incomparably complex 

expression. 

He closed his eyes to look inside his body and although he was mentally prepared, he still felt severely 

shaken in his heart. 

Before losing his consciousness, he clearly felt all the meridians of his body snapping one after another. 

But right now, those very meridians were in a completely fine and intact state. Even with his monstrous 

self-recovery ability and the full-blown use of the Great Way of the Buddha combined, it was definitely 

impossible to completely recover them so soon. 

But it wasn’t the primary reason behind him feeling shocked. It was due to clearly sensing that all his 

meridians had become more robust, by a significant margin, and they were also giving off strange rays of 

light like an ice crystal. 



He opened his eyes and stretched out his palm. Following Yun Che’s will, a cluster of the Golden Crow’s 

Flames was instantly ignited... and the burning rate had increased by nearly ten percent compared to 

before. 

He could make out from the conversation between Mu Xuanyin and Mu Bingyun that Mu Xuanyin was 

going to temper his meridians eighty-one times by making use of the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine 

Resurrections... Today, he only underwent the first tempering process but the change was already so 

astonishing. He couldn’t even begin to imagine how great of a change his meridians will have 

experienced by the time he was done with the whole tempering process. 

Perhaps at that time, he would only require the very brief time of a several breaths in order to directly 

release Yellow Springs Ashes... Also, forcibly unleashing Rumbling Heaven for at least ten breaths, might 

not result in his meridians snapping any longer. 

If that really turns out to be true, his battle strength would dramatically increase, even without any 

progress in his profound strength. If his energy could be condensed, released and withdrawn at an 

extremely fast rate, the instantaneous movement ability of Star God’s Broken Shadow would become 

even faster. At that time, Extreme Mirage Lightning would be able to reach a completely different level 

of speed. 

As he extinguished the flames, Yun Che’s face didn’t show too much of a pleasant surprise. Instead, he 

lightly sighed as he felt his body weighed down. 

Initially, the sole reason he wanted to acknowledge Mu Xuanyin as his master was, to rely on her 

strength and position so as to be able to see Jasmine. 

But, even if he had simple reverence for her in the beginning, he gradually discovered that she was 

different from how the world outside perceived her. For his sake, she obtained the Golden Crow’s 

Record of the Burning World, for his benefit, she wanted to get a Horned Dragon Heart. Disregarding the 

enormous price, she made preparations for the Universe Pentajade Pellet. Moreover, she covertly 

accompanied him to the Ice Wind Empire, due to being concerned about his safety. 

Unknowingly, he no longer felt fear towards Mu Xuanyin, like he did in the beginning.... Because, she 

truly wasn’t as fearsome as outsiders made her put to be. Or perhaps... she only treated the people she 

cared about differently and was emotionless and indifferent to others? 

Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections... He had clearly heard Mu Bingyun’s words when he had 

regained his consciousness. Mu Xuanyin had waited for an immensely long period of nine thousand 

years for this Buddha Heart Lotus. She had poured her effort of nine thousand years into raising it, in 

order to be able to again achieve a breakthrough in the Divine Profound Realm... 

However, she was now making use of it to temper his meridians. 

It was naturally a gargantuan favor... but to Yun Che, wasn’t it also a gargantuan burden on his 

shoulders? 

After all, he had no idea how to repay such a favor. He didn’t come to the God Realm because he 

wanted to become powerful or to see an even wider world but just to see Jasmine once again. He didn’t 

even think of staying at this place after fulfilling his wish. 



"Hah... Let’s drop the matter and practice in peace. It’s useless to think about it, anyway. I just have to 

be more obedient to Master, that’s all... Let’s start the training." 

Muttering to himself, Yun Che sat upright on the ground, closed his eyes and focused his mind. Amidst 

the silent surroundings, the cold energy of the Heavenly Netherfrost Lake gathered around him before 

quickly gushing into his body. Very soon, his consciousness immersed into the world of profound way. 

Moon Splitting Cascade was centered around the action of "splitting." The things that were intended to 

be split apart were the body and aura. The figure would have fled into the distance but the aura would 

be left behind at the previous location—this was the great completion realm of Moon Splitting Cascade. 

When one’s profound strength entered the divine way, their spirit perception would also reach a brand 

new height. Against such an opponent, the ordinary afterimage techniques would stop working. They 

could deceive their sight but not the spirit sense that had locked onto an aura. 

Star God’s Broken Shadow was a top-notch profound movement skill even in the God Realm because it 

not only could deceive other person’s sight but also throw their spirit sense into disorder. Moon Splitting 

Cascade had a similar effect when it reaches the great completion realm... just that it was overall 

inferior to Star God’s Broken Shadow. 

However, "concealing figure", the realm of great perfection, was never heard of before. 

Since I can successfully learn Star God’s Broken Shadow... there’s no reason for being unable to learn 

Moon Splitting Cascade. 

Master has such big expectations of me and also didn’t hesitate to invest so much of her efforts into my 

growth. I can’t let her be too disappointed, at the least... 

Next day, at noon. Before the entrance of the Sacred Hall. 

Yun Che adjusted his condition to his peak state and had arrived at the place a bit ahead of schedule. He 

took a heavy breath, thinking about the experience of the previous day. 

Mu Xuanyin’s profound strength was certainly suppressed to the Divine Soul Realm. Otherwise, she 

could have exterminated him even from a distance of a hundred or so kilometers away, without needing 

the profound aura to come into contact with him. And despite that, he couldn’t withstand a single 

attack. 

Consciousness... sensation... 

He understood about consciousness but... what exactly was sensation? 

Mu Xuanyin mentioned it repeatedly but didn’t make its meaning clear. It was obvious that she wanted 

him to comprehend it on his own. 

Even after waiting for a long time, the world around him remained calm and silent. Yun Che hesitated 

for a while before eventually calling out in a probing tone, "Master, I’m here." 

"I’m behind you." 



He heard a delicate and soft voice coming from behind. As though he just awakened from a sweet 

dream, Yun Che’s whole body went limp. He promptly turned around to look at Mu Xuanyin standing 

ten steps away from him. Yun Che felt a burst of dizziness as he looked directly at her charming and 

glamorous peerless face. He remained in a daze for a good while before immediately getting down on 

his knee, "Disciple pays respect to Master." 

Today, it is... that type of Master... He groaned inwardly. 

When she emanated the aura of might and intimidation, it would make people quiet out of fear and 

they wouldn’t dare to even make sounds while breathing. But when she unleashed her charm... he 

would be even more panic-stricken, not daring to so much as meet her eyes. 

There were times when he had wondered whether there were two souls coexisting in her body. 

Her radiant and enchanting eyes didn’t contain the slightest chilliness. They instead seemed to be hazy, 

as though being cloaked by fog. She slightly pursed up her cherry red lips, "Get up. Now attack Master as 

you have been instructed but be careful not to end up in a miserable condition." 

She spoke in a languid voice, as if she didn’t have any strength left in her. No matter what, Yun Che was 

someone who possessed the Dragon God Soul. And yet, he still felt undulations within his mind and 

found it difficult to control himself. 

He forcefully bit the tip of his tongue to prevent his mind going out of control. Then, he let out a low 

roar and leapt up into the air. This time he didn’t take out the Heaven Smiting Sword but instead directly 

charged at Mu Xuanyin. As he was getting closer and closer, his body flashed all of a sudden. By the time 

a cold energy brushed past his former location, he had already arrived on her right. After using Moon 

Splitting Cascade, he instantly switched over to Star God’s Broken Shadow... 

In a split second, several afterimages appeared around Mu Xuanyin. But his true body had already 

gotten behind her like a ghost. 

Ding! 

A light sound reverberated, like the shattering sound of an ice crystal. Immediately, Yun Che let out a 

miserable cry as his body rolled to far away in midair. When he finally fell on the ground, he could only 

support himself on his hands and knees, completely unable to stand up for a long time. 

He had no clue as to how Mu Xuanyin launched the attack and at what time she did so. But he felt with 

an incomparable clarity that the moment he instantaneously moved behind her, a cold energy abruptly 

invaded his legs and ruthlessly broke the meridians in there. 

He had a kind of feeling that it was absolutely nothing as simple as an extremely fast reaction speed. 

Rather... Mu Xuanyin already knew where he was going to appear, even before he used the 

instantaneous movement. 

The intense pain from the broken meridians spread to all over his body from the legs, making him 

shudder continuously due to the enormity of the pain. He gritted his teeth so hard that they almost 

crumbled into fragments. Mu Xuanyin slowly walked over and stopped before Yun Che. He 

subconsciously raised his head to look up but his field of vision was almost completely occupied with the 

towering peaks beneath her pure-white robe. 



"Hah... there is no progress at all." Her lightly curved lips and narrowed eyes emitted such sweetness 

and charm that anyone would fall into a trance. Her words seemed to be conveying her disappointment 

but the tone of her voice was soft and numbing, as though the muttering of a witch in an attempt to 

seduce. 

"Since you have disappointed me, stay right there and obediently receive your punishment." 

Her finger, that looked to be coated in milk cream, lightly touched Yun Che’s chest... The action might 

appear nothing special but it actually caused all his meridians to break in no time. 

"AHHHHH—!!!" 

Yun Che let out a mournful cry and curled-up his body. Every bit of his muscles were crazily convulsing 

due to the extreme pain. However, after the first miserable cry, he at once gnashed his teeth firmly, 

unwilling to make any more pitiful sounds. Only his body continued to get drenched in cold sweat, 

making it seem as if torrential rain was pouring down on him. 

Seeing Yun Che in great pain, Mu Xuanyin didn’t show the slightest sympathy for him. Her beautiful eyes 

were narrowed a bit and there was a faint smile on her face, "Bear Master’s words in your mind alright? 

Use your consciousness and have your body remember this pain. Although it pains Master’s heart to do 

so, Master truly doesn’t know any other way to quickly develop your sensation." 

"..." Yun Che felt cold like a person drenched in rain but his lips dripping with blood didn’t have the 

strength to utter a single word. Gradually, his consciousness became increasingly fuzzy... before he 

directly passed out from pain. 

Chapter 1037 - Buddha Divine Veins 

The Blue Pole Star, Illusory Demon Realm. 

“Sister Ling’er, come... come quickly! Little Aunt has fainted again!” 

The sound of an anxious Number Seven Under Heaven transmitted from the sound transmission jade, 

causing Su Ling’er to immediately put down the medicine she was currently mixing as she hurriedly 

replied, “I’ll be right there.” 

The Xiao Family, Floating Cloud City, Profound Sky Continent. Xiao Lingxi quietly laid atop a bed which 

was most comfortable and familiar to her. She had already awakened but her face was still covered with 

a mien of weakness. Su Ling’er currently grasped Xiao Lingxi’s wrist in her little hands. A couple of 

moments later, Su Ling’er’s fingers moved over Xiao Lingxi’s heart. The entire time, her brows were 

knitted together. 

“Ling’er, I’m okay. It’s probably just that I’m not used to having Little Che not by my side.” 

Seeing how the expressions of Xiao Lie and everyone else around her were so tense, Xiao Lingxi smiled 

and tried to comfort them. 

Su Ling’er retracted her hands and then turned around as she faintly smiled and said towards Xiao Lie, 

“You can relax. There is no serious issue with Sister Lingxi’s physical condition, it is just some pure 

weakness.” 



“Lingxi possesses profound energy and she is never doing anything that might harm her vitality, yet why 

does this happen time and time again...” It was clear that Su Ling’er’s words had not resolved Xiao Lie’s 

anxiousness as his expression still contained faint traces of panic. 

“Heehee, in the past, I never believed in lovesickness. But after having seen the current conditions of 

Sister Lingxi, I have had to believe in it. After all, Sister Lingxi grew up with brother Yun Che by her side. 

Their feelings for each other would cause all to feel jealous.” In contrast to the despairing Xiao Lie, Su 

Ling’er was giggling. “Sister Lingxi, stop worrying so much. There is no way Brother Yun Che will need 

five years. Perhaps he will even suddenly show up tomorrow. But if he sees your current condition, he 

might just die from the pain emerging in his heart.” 

“Grandfather, you heard Sister Ling’er. You don’t need to worry so much. I have believed that Little Aunt 

has been suffering from lovesickness this entire time. If my Brother Yun had suddenly left me and my 

child behind for so long, I would perhaps be in the same state as Little Aunt.” 

As Number Seven Under Heaven finished speaking, she quietly whispered some words, which had been 

said hundred of times, under her breath, “But Big Brother Yun’s conscience is truly too lacking. For him 

to have truly left for so long without coming back, it must have been that... what’s the name... that God 

Realm with fairies everywhere. He must not want to leave.” 

“Big Brother is not that kind of person,” Xiao Yun quietly responded to defend Yun Che. 

“I will be okay after a little nap. You all truly do not need to worry. Also, please don’t tell Xue’er and the 

others.” As Xiao Lingxi spoke, some color had already returned to her face. 

Xiao Lie’s expression had already calmed down by several levels as well as he said, “Alright then. I will 

leave you to rest. However, as the weather has become cold, you should not go out any time in the near 

future. As for Yun’er’s courtyard...” 

“I shall take over the responsibility of cleaning it,” Su Ling’er immediately interrupted. 

“Alright.” Xiao Lingxi quietly acknowledged Su Ling’er and then silently closed her eyes. 

Upon exiting Xiao Lingxi’s room, the slight smile on Su Ling’er’s face abruptly disappeared and became 

replaced by an expression of deep anxiety. Through the teleportation formation, she left Floating Cloud 

City and returned to the Illusory Demon Realm. Afterwards, she immediately rushed to the side 

medicinal courtyard of the Yun Family. Upon entering, she immediately encountered Yun Gu walking 

towards her. 

Seeing Su Ling’er’s expression, Yun Gu stopped as he asked, “Did that girl faint again?” 

“Yes.” Su Ling’er nodded her head, “Her pulse was the same as before. For a short period after her loss 

of consciousness, it was abnormally fast, more than ten times faster than a normal person’s but it also 

quickly returned to normal. But this is already the ninth time over this last half a year. Master, do you 

not have any clues either?” 

Yun Gu shook his head, “Although I do not know the cause, we should still consider ourselves fortunate 

that it isn’t harmful and isn’t worsening.” 



Su Ling’er had learned from Yun Gu for half a year now and had heard him say before that the only pulse 

which he couldn’t read these last hundred years was Xiao Lingxi’s... 

“The first day she abnormally fainted was the first day after Yun Che left. Perhaps it is truly related to 

Brother Yun Che. If he returns, perhaps... all will return to normal.” 

Su Ling’er muttered to herself and then raised her head and looked up at the boundless sky above her as 

if hoping to catch a glimpse of the figure which pervaded her thoughts and dreams. “You two must be 

careful. Nothing must happen to either of you.” 

Floating Cloud City. Xiao Lingxi had already long since fallen asleep on her bed but her sleep was not 

peaceful. Within her dreams, the black jade which had come from Yun Che once again appeared and 

released strange words she could understand yet had never seen before... 

This same dream occurred every time she fainted. 

She could feel within herself that the reason for her fainting was not Yun Che’s departure but her 

encounter with this piece of black jade. 

Because of this black jade, it felt like something which had been deeply sleeping and repressed within 

the depths of her soul was beginning to silently wake up... 

The Azure Cloud Continent, below Cloud’s End Cliff. 

After blossoming, the Netherworld Udumbara Flower quickly withers away. However, the Netherworld 

Udumbara Flowers situated here seemed to be everlasting as their huge leaves and petals were covered 

with a dense, illusory netherworldly purple light which glowed amidst the complete darkness. 

A silver haired young girl quietly stood amid this sea of Netherworld Udumbara Flowers. The density of 

the purple light made it opaque but it was unable to cover the colors shooting out from the pupils of the 

young girl. In the world of purple, dots of glimmering, various colored light appeared like stars. 

The girl stared indifferently into the distance. Her eyes were abnormally beautiful due to the various 

colored lights but they were also completely devoid of emotion. 

The only things around her were the sea of never-withering Netherworld Udumbara Flowers and the 

constant roars of demonic beasts from off in the distance. 

Prolonged loneliness was one of the most cruel tortures for living creatures and especially so for 

humans, who had such a vast number of emotions. To them, loneliness was the greatest torment in the 

world. However, this girl had long since become accustomed to it. From the day she gained 

consciousness and formed memories, she had always faced this darkness, this glow of purple and this 

loneliness. Perhaps it had already been tens of thousands of years or hundreds of thousands or even 

millions... 

Or perhaps... even tens of millions of years... 

She did not know why she existed, she only knew that she existed... 

———————————— 



Bang! 

Ping! 

The sound of ice exploding caused Yun Che’s eardrums to tremble as his figure flickered around like an 

illusion. The fluctuations of frost energy had disrupted his movements and trajectory of attack but he 

did not panic as he had not lost control and balance of his body. He furrowed his brows and his figure 

then flickered again as he charged back in, a frosty light tailing behind him, causing him to look like a 

meteor. 

What was sensation? 

If the extremity of spiritual sense was the ability to foresee and predict thoughts... 

Then the extremity of physical sensation was the ability to foresee and predict movements of the body. 

As the flow of air subtly changed, their spiritual senses and gazes turned towards each other as the 

expression in their eyes and their profound energy abruptly changed... from a distance, one depended 

on spiritual sense but at a close range, sensation could precede spiritual sense! 

Sensation could be considered a mysterious and miraculous ability of the body which combined body 

and soul. It could not be cultivated or even explained and detailed. It could only be personally felt and 

comprehended. 

Mu Xuanyin’s attacks were constantly able to hit him even after he shifted... thus, after tens of attacks, 

Yun Che was finally able to hazily perceive the concept of sensation during a clash. 

On that same day, his Moon Splitting Cascade had also successfully reached the “Within Shadow” realm. 

After that, he had finally completed Mu Xuanyin’s “assassination” scenario. Thus, Mu Xuanyin gradually 

began to increase the number of times she would attack from one time... to two... to three... to four... 

So far, Yun Che had only been able to withstand six strikes before becoming unable to remain standing. 

Even though he was somewhat in a tragic situation, as Yun Che continuously shifted, he managed to 

arrive within five steps of Mu Xuanyin. A glint of light flashed through his eyes as the Heaven Smiting 

Sword suddenly flew out from his hand... but at that same instant, he felt a subtle feeling emanate from 

the left side of his body. Without any hesitation or thought, his entire body instinctively flipped through 

the air. 

A muffled sound and a cold chill swept across the left side of his body. Although it had not hit him dead 

center, it was still enough to cause his body to lose its balance. At this moment, Yun Che’s two arms 

rapidly opened. 

“Sealing Cloud Locking Sun!” 

Bang! 

Enveloped by the Evil God barrier, Yun Che was sent flying as an icicle emerged from the void behind 

him and struck at him. With another strike, the icicle pierced through his Evil God barrier... but at the 



last instant, Yun Che was able to slightly avoid its tip. Nonetheless, it still fiercely pierced into his left 

shoulder. 

The icicle firmly embedded itself within his shoulder joint before abruptly bursting, causing Yun Che to 

instantly lose feeling in the entire left side of his body due to the chill. His crooked body smashed into 

the ground as the Heaven Smiting Sword which he had thrown out earlier returned to him and landed 

beside him on the ground. 

Yun Che climbed to his knees with difficulty. As the left side of his body gradually regained feeling, a 

nightmarish pain began to spread through it. Yun Che grit his teeth and tightly bit down. Nonetheless, 

even amidst such pain, he was able to reveal a smile of satisfaction, “Disciple... is already... able to 

receive seven moves from master.” 

“Hmph, you are still greatly lacking!” 

As Mu Xuanyin said these stern and cold words, she lightly tapped Yun Che with her finger. A little dot of 

blue light abruptly exploded right in front of Yun Che’s chest—in that moment, all of the meridians in 

Yun Che’s body were snapped. 

Only Mu Xuanyin herself knew this but it had taken several times more profound energy to destroy the 

meridians in Yun Che’s body this time when compared to the very first time. 

As for the pain and suffering from having meridians destroyed, it had also increased by that amount. 

Yun Che’s pupils abruptly shrank as the blood vessels within his body all burst, causing all of the veins in 

his skin and muscle to become completely distorted. 

This kind of extreme pain, which originated from every single point on the body, tempered Yun Che’s 

sensation and also helped polish his mental strength. However, it caused him to feel as if he had fallen 

into the purgatory of hell as his entire body curled up into fetal position. But outside of the initial 

screams, no more escaped his throat... and it was not because he had fainted from the pain like the 

previous times. 

A blue light flashed through Mu Xuanyin’s eyes and into Yun Che’s eyes, which had lost all color. 

Nzzz—— 

Yun Che’s mind suddenly rumbled as his consciousness collapsed and he fainted. 

“Since it is the last time and since you already know what sensation is, I shall let you suffer less.” 

Picking up Yun Che, Mu Xuanyin returned to the Sacred Hall. 

Amidst the rippling pond of water, the once proud eighty-one-petalled Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine 

Resurrections was at its last petal. 

After Yun Che was thrown into the pond, Mu Xuanyin’s jade finger gently twirled the water, causing the 

final lotus petal to float onto her fingers. Atop the jade-like crystalline lotus root, there now only 

remained jade colored leaves. 



The next time it bloomed would be nine thousand years later... or perhaps, it wouldn’t even be able to 

fully bloom again. 

As Mu Xuanyin’s palm descended onto Yun Che’s chest and she used the last lotus petal, hints of 

complex emotions emerged in Mu Xuanyin’s eyes. 

This brat’s comprehension abilities were truly unparallelled under the heavens. In such a short number 

of months, he had been able to cultivation Moon Splitting Cascade to great success and the Ice Phoenix 

God Investiture Canon to the “Frozen End God Sealing” realm. 

As for the profound secrets of sensation which talented profound cultivators couldn’t touch upon with 

their spirit sense until after the Divine Tribulation Realm and entering the Divine Spirit Realm, and even 

gradually at that, Yun Che was able to... In just a short period of three months, he was able to grasp 

sensation to such an extent. 

It was a pity that he had been born in a lower realm. If he had been born in the Snow Song Realm, then 

at this time, it was possible that his name would have already shaken the God Realm. 

A blue glow illuminated the entire Sacred Hall as Mu Xuanyin used her Divine Master strength and the 

power within the Buddha Lotus to begin the last tempering of Yun Che’s meridians. It was the eighty 

first time that Mu Xuanyin had forcefully ruptured his veins and the eighty first time that his veins had 

reorganized and fused under this blue light. It was fast at times and slow at others but each of Yun Che’s 

meridians began to release light which emitted through his body, causing him to glow extremely 

brightly. 

The Dragon God Marrow had toughened Yun Che’s bones to the extreme and allowed his Dragon God 

Bloodline to always be extremely thick and dense. Yet today, the meridians in his entire body were 

completely transformed through the brutal methods of Mu Xuanyin and the incredibly divine and 

mysterious energy of the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections. 

When Yun Che regained his consciousness, he was already amidst the Heavenly Netherfrost Lake. 

However, the first moment he awoke, he could feel that the meridians within his entire body had 

undergone enormous changes. 

He hurriedly gathered his soul and looked within himself. He discovered that his meridians were now 

several times thicker than they were three months ago and that each one of them had completely lost 

their previous forms as they were now much more crystalline and clear. It was as if the most pure 

crystals of ice were now located in each and every corner of his body. 

With but a thought, profound energy began to circulate. However, the speed at which it circulated was 

so fast that Yun Che was still surprised even though he had long been prepared for it. 

“Are these really... my meridians?” Having felt the circulation of profound energy through his meridians, 

Yun Che did not dare to believe his own senses. 

Amidst the extreme excitement and disbelief, Yun Che picked up the Heaven Smiting Sword, his brows 

slanting as he shouted: 

“Destroying Sky Decimating Earth!” 



His profound energy roiled up and then exploded. The third skill of the Evil God, Destroying Sky 

Decimating Earth, boasted great consumption of energy. Even in the state of Purgatory where his 

mental energy was adequately concentrated, he would still need to gather profound energy for two 

breaths. Yet this time, just half a breath later, the destructive power was already ready to be released. 

With the swing of his Heaven Smiting Sword, a violent and destructive power abruptly exploded 

outwards. 

Boom! 

An explosion caused the entire area to tremble as waves appeared atop the Heavenly Netherfrost Lake. 

It was followed by a second “Destroying Sky Decimating Earth” moments later... 

Boom! 

The surface of the lake directly tore open as droplets of the heavenly lake’s water rained down onto Yun 

Che. Yun Che gripped the Heaven Smiting Sword with both hands as he floated in midair, his pupils 

violently trembling. 

Although the power of “Destroying Heaven Decimating Earth” was extremely great, he had not used it 

much in the past because it took too long to gather the energy for it. It once had too great of a flaw. 

Moreover, after it was used, he would experience a long period of time where he would be unable to 

control his power. Thus, if the attack didn’t connect or if it was blocked by his opponent, there would be 

extremely serious consequences. 

But now, he could gather energy in the time it took to raise his sword. Moreover, after expending it all, 

it only took a moment before he was able to once again prepare the energy for a second Destroying 

Heaven Decimating Earth, one which was no weaker than the first one... 

It truly felt as if he was experiencing some kind of magical dream. His current state was something that 

he had never once imagined before. 

His profound energy was still at the first level of the Divine Origin Realm with no signs of increasing. 

But with the changes to his meridians, he clearly felt that he was currently residing in a completely 

different realm he resided in himself three months ago. 

If his current self were to fight against his past self from a month ago, it would be a piece of cake! 

Chapter 1038 - Fatal Catastrophe 

Up until today, he had sparred with Mu Xuanyin a total of eighty times and had his meridians broken in a 

similar fashion on each occasion. Previously, he would feel his meridians become all the more powerful 

every day but today, they had already been thoroughly transformed. 

Although it was only a difference of one Buddha Heart Lotus petal, there was a world of difference 

between the resulting effect of an incomplete and the perfection of nine resurrections. 

"Hah!" 

Yun Che let out a loud roar as he directly unleashed "Rumbling Heaven." His skeleton, skin, and flesh still 

experienced the heavy pressure from the abrupt and great eruption of his profound energy but his 



meridians, which used to be the first to give in and gradually break apart, were firm and stable like an 

impregnable fortress. 

As he was unable to fully control Rumbling Heaven, an intense feeling of irascibility and losing control 

would occupy him, every time he forcibly activated it. But this time, his whole body was filled up with 

power and he felt an unprecedentedly clear control over himself. Even though he wasn’t able to stay in 

the Rumbling Heaven state any longer than before, he was capable of displaying its strongest might in 

his peak condition. 

Enjoying the feeling and adapting to his current meridians, Yun Che reached the time limit very soon. 

When the Rumbling Heaven state got deactivated, his profound energy and mind calmed down in a very 

short while. He sat upright on the ground and closed his eyes, as he slowly recalled his sparring with Mu 

Xuanyin over these last few months. 

Although Mu Xuanyin would only launch a few attacks every time they sparred, she never did so without 

any thought behind them. Her attacks had a special purpose to them. 

Unknowingly, several hours passed by as he was immersed in thought. Yun Che slowly opened his eyes, 

clenched his fists and mumbled, "Alright... Tomorrow, I’ll certainly get a victory over Master!" 

In front of the Sacred Hall, the sky was covered with chilly snow falling in all directions. 

Mu Xuanyin and Yun Che were standing facing each other. The former was the same as usual but the 

aura of latter’s profound strength aura had subtly changed due to the transformation of his meridians. 

"Master... please excuse this disciple!" 

Previously, it was only after Mu Xuanyin told him to do so, that he would carefully initiate an attack. 

But today, it was him who took the initiative to speak first and launched a sudden attack. 

If the channeling speed of his meridians from several months back could be compared to a brook, then 

at the moment, the meridians containing his profound energy were capable of accommodating even 

several waves of a flood. The overall quantity and strength of his profound energy had yet to experience 

any change but the speed at which it could course through his body had reached a completely different 

level when compared to before. 

Before one could react to him gathering and releasing profound energy, Yun Che had already rushed 

forth straight away in Mu Xuanyin’s direction, moving so fast that only the illusory images of his body 

could be seen. Different from his cautious and careful attitude from before, an unstoppable ferocity and 

cold gleam surfaced in his eyes the instant he initiated the attack. 

And it was because, his objective has completely changed today. 

Mu Xuanyin had said back then, that besides resisting ten of her attacks, he would be also considered 

the victor if he could so much as force her back a bit. He didn’t even dare consider the latter before now 

but at present, he was actually holding such a "great ambition"—not just for the sake of victory but to 

also prove at the same time that he was worthy of being bestowed with Buddha Heart Divine Veins by 

her! 



When he arrived before the Sacred Hall this morning, he was well-prepared to successfully carry out this 

"surprise attack." 

His profound strength might not have changed but Yun Che’s speed had clearly become faster. On the 

other hand, Mu Xuanyin was as calm as before. With a light flick of her finger, the snowstorm that was 

shrouding the whole sky immediately changed its direction and intensely swept towards Yun Che all of a 

sudden. 

"Sealing Cloud Locking Sun!" 

Opening up the Evil God barrier required extremely great consumption of profound strength. Therefore, 

it would become difficult to use it any further for a short while due to the expenditure from activating 

the barrier. But this time, he was able to instantaneously move right after opening the barrier. His cold 

figure had just flashed but he was already behind Mu Xuanyin in the next moment. The snowstorm that 

was targeting him was completely blocked by the Evil God barrier and he pushed his palm forward, 

towards Mu Xuanyin, with the speed of lightning. 

Swish! 

Suddenly, Yun Che’s vision turned pale white. 

Extremely dense snow covered his field of vision or perhaps it would be better to say that his entire 

being was surrounded by it. Everything disappeared from Yun Che’s sight. With his eyesight and vision 

which far surpassed an ordinary person, he was actually unable to see through even the slightest 

fragment of the snow; so much so that he couldn’t even see his own hands and chest. 

Not only this fearsomely inconceivable blockade of icy mist obstructed his sight but his spirit sense was 

also shut off... It was so clear that no more than an instant had passed since he got behind her and he 

was less than five steps away from the other party. But due to the chilly snow, he completely lost track 

of Mu Xuanyin’s aura and position, as well as the direction he was facing at the moment. He couldn’t 

even tell which way was the sky and which was the ground. 

His eyesight and spirit sense had been instantly isolated from everything, as if he was suddenly placed 

into another world. Such fearsome ability completely exceeded Yun Che’s cognition. 

Although he was momentarily frightened, Yun Che’s mind was incomparably calm. He gnashed his teeth 

a bit, after which the image of a dragon appeared over him all of a sudden and released an exceedingly 

scary and startling roar. 

Dragon Soul Domain! 

The biggest reliance of his surprise attack wasn’t the just attained Buddha Heart Divine Veins but the 

Dragon Soul Domain! 

There was more than a dimension of difference between his and Mu Xuanyin’s mental strength. But, the 

Dragon God Soul had possessed the suppression power of a higher plane. He wasn’t holding any 

extravagant hope that it would have some substantial effect against Mu Xuanyin... but so long as he 

could cause an interference for a split second, he would be able to get closer and might really be able to 

win! 



This "surprise attack" was naturally a one-off thing... which would only work the first time, when Mu 

Xuanyin was not specifically guarding her soul. 

The heavens and earth were shaken by the roar of the Dragon God. Mu Xuanyin, who had stranded Yun 

Che inside the icy mist, experienced an immediate stagnation in her movements. Her cold, star-like eyes 

seemed to have lost focus for a second. 

Although it was only for the extremely short interval of a second... the roar helped him in suppressing a 

supreme existence of Divine Master Realm with his Divine Origin Realm cultivation. Perhaps, it was 

solely the Dragon Soul Domain in the many worlds or even in the whole Primal Chaos, that had the 

slightest possibility of accomplishing something of the sort. 

Yun Che deemed that he had likely succeeded in catching Mu Xuanyin off guard, considering the abrupt 

weakening of the aura of the icy mist and the delay in her expected attack. But he couldn’t locate her 

direction or aura because of being inside the pale white world. Nevertheless, this was his only chance at 

succeeding, which would be lost very soon if he hesitated to take action any longer. 

He dashed forward relying on his perception, directly grabbing the thing ahead with his palm. 

From Yun Che opening the Evil God barrier, to him being stranded in the icy mist, releasing the Dragon 

Soul Domain and launching a sudden attack... all of this happened in no more than an instant. 

Mu Xuanyin might have suppressed her profound strength to Divine Soul Realm but she would carry out 

the entire sparring process as fast as lightning... so as to polish Yun Che’s sensation. 

Yun Che immediately felt an ice-cold sensation from his palm. He at once went wild with joy... but this 

feeling of joy suddenly turned into panic in the next instant. 

Because after feeling the ice-cold sensation, his entire palm sunk into a mass of something very plump 

and soft. 

Given it was his full-blown attack, which was based on nothing but his perception, it naturally possessed 

an extremely great force. Immediately, he felt something soft in his hand, like congealed fat or curd 

cheese, that was particularly plump and huge as well. His whole palm sank into it—reaching down to the 

extreme depths. It felt as though a snow-cold mass of flesh was squeezing out of the gaps between his 

spread fingers, and at the center of his palm, he clearly sensed a distinct protrusion. 

Yun Che instantly understood the identity of the thing in his grasp. Immediately, his hair stood on end 

and his heart directly came to a halt in fright. He channeled his profound strength in a flurry and flipped 

back as far as possible, like a kicked rubber ball... Despite performing such a simple action, he looked too 

pathetic and miserable doing so. 

Having been set free from the confinement of Yun Che’s palm, Mu Xuanyin’s chest sprang out like 

turbulent waves and bounced for a good while. Such a scene would make any man excited but Yun Che 

wasn’t able to witness it. He was currently kneeling on the ground far away, with his head lowered 

deeply. Every pore of his body was intensely trembling with fear. 

"Master... disciple... didn’t have... such an intention..." 

He finished his words with much difficulty, before becoming unable to say any more. 



H-h-how did it turn out this way...!? Sss... I had clearly instantaneously moved behind her... How did... 

A long time passed but he kept quiet without expecting Mu Xuanyin to say anything either. Silence 

reigned the entire place... and the snowstorm covering the sky, had come to a complete standstill at the 

moment. 

The bright surroundings began to darken, as though the Heaven was slowly sinking down. 

Yun Che didn’t dare move a muscle... he was basically unable to budge at this point. He couldn’t breathe 

and even his heart had stopped beating. The only thing he felt was the world becoming more and more 

cold, causing the cold air around to become increasingly bone-piercing... 

Given his Ice Spirit Evil Body, there should be no cold energy in the world that could really make him feel 

a "bone-piercing" chilliness. But, he was very clear that this feeling of having fallen into an icy hell was... 

none other than killing intent! 

He had experienced Mu Xuanyin’s anger before but never felt her killing intent—even towards Huo Rulie 

back in the past, she didn’t show any more intense emotion than anger. After all, there were very few 

things in the world that could truly evoke killing intent within her. 

To say nothing of a killing intent as strong as the one she was emitting at present! 

It was the most fearsome killing intent Yun Che had ever seen in his life! 

He could feel a bit relaxed if Mu Xuanyin had cursed him in rage or outright severely injured him. 

However, the terrifying silence and the fearsome killing intent made him realize that... he was definitely 

bound to die this time... 

In the Snow Song Realm, she was the ultimate and paramount existence known as the Great Realm King, 

as well as the Sect Master of Ice Phoenix Sect. No one dared to provoke or disobey her. There was not a 

single person who could be somehow compared to her. She was not only the current strongest person 

of the Snow Song Realm but also the strongest in Snow Song Realm’s entire history, including ancient 

times. 

In her eyes, perhaps everyone except her younger sister, was no different from a lowly commoner. So, 

who would dare blaspheme her...? Who could blaspheme her? 

Basically, there was no one who would even dare to look at her. Much less her body, no man had ever 

touched even the corner of her robe. Now, her icy purity that was more flawless than a snow lotus, the 

most sacred existence in the world, was tainted by Yun Che! 

It was such a great sin that he would find difficult to atone for, even if he died countless times or his nine 

generations were exterminated! 

Ding... 

Amidst the incomparably fearsome silence, an azure blue ice-crystal condensed at Mu Xuanyin’s 

fingertip. An utmost serene chilliness, that could even freeze a starry sky, surfaced in her calm looking 

eyes. 

The aura of the ice-crystal caused Yun Che’s body to stiffen. 



Usually, she would suppress her profound strength to the Divine Soul Realm whenever she attacked Yun 

Che. Hence, he definitely wouldn’t receive a fatal blow even after being cleanly hit in the body. 

But the fearsome aura of the small and exquisite ice-crystal was enough to kill Yun Che millions of times. 

"..." Yun Che’s lips faintly moved, wanting to beg forgiveness but his stiff body had lost the ability to 

utter a word. Flee? It was absolutely impossible. This killing intent directed at him was emanating from 

Mu Xuanyin, a peerless Divine Master. Not only could Yun Che not move in the slightest, his vision and 

consciousness had already grown fuzzy. 

If things went on like this, given Mu Xuanyin’s terrifying and matchless killing intent, he would still meet 

a brutal death even without her making a move. 

I haven’t found Jasmine yet... I promised Caiyi and the others that I’d return after achieving my 

objective... But... even if it was unintentional... I’ve gotten into too big of a catastrophe... Moreover, it’s 

such a great catastrophe that I’m utterly incapable of doing anything about it... This time... I’ll be dying 

for sure... 

In the midst of the fearsomely tranquil and still atmosphere, Mu Xuanyin slowly lifted her hand. The ice-

crystal floating over her fingertip was glimmering with the cold light of hell. 

"You—deserve—to die!" 

Mu Xuanyin finally broke the silence. Each and every word of her was even more chilly and heart-

piercing than the terrifying ice-crystal at her fingertip. 

"..." Using his all power to take a very deep breath, Yun Che closed his eyes in resignation. 

Chapter 1039 - Mist End Valley, Cloud Butterfly Blade 

“Elder Sister! Stop!!” 

The icicle would’ve penetrated his body and turned him into icy dust in the next moment but an urgent 

female cry rang from afar and caused everything to become frozen. 

Then, Mu Bingyun trailed a storm of ice and appeared in a flash to grab Mu Xuanyin’s wrist tightly. The 

icicle was dissolved by her profound energy in the process. 

“Sis, what are you doing? Are you trying to kill him?” 

She didn’t need to ask to know the answer. That was because even she hadn’t felt a killing intent like 

this from Mu Xuanyin for the past couple thousand years, until today. A killing intent at this level meant 

that she not only wanted to kill Yun Che but also cut him into many, many tiny pieces. 

“He—deserves—to—die!!” 

A Frozen Heart Soul Gouger appeared in her hand for every word she uttered. Four icicles containing far 

greater ice energy than the one before appeared in her hand instantly. 

“Sis!!” This time Mu Bingyun used both hands to hold down Mu Xuanyin’s wrist firmly, “I may not know 

what crime Yun Che has committed but I believe that he is no repulsive or despicable person. You must 

agree with me or you would not have given him such special treatment, don’t you agree!?” 



“Also... even if he had committed a grave error, he still saved my life. This favor alone should earn him 

the second chance he needs to make up for his error!” 

Her tone was urgent and her eyes were even imploring her for forgiveness. Her feelings for Yun Che 

were a mixture of curiosity, admiration and deep, deep gratitude. Yun Che had not only saved her life 

but also the Frozen Cloud Asgard she had poured countless effort into and made countless bonds in. 

Moreover, she knew very well that Yun Che was the indirect savior of countless lives that were currently 

living in the Snow Song Realm and the Flame God Realm. 

Had she died from the horned dragon’s poison, Mu Xuanyin might have controlled herself while she was 

still Realm King, but the moment the responsibility was taken off her shoulders, Mu Bingyun had no 

doubt that her sister would have exacted a most terrible revenge against the Flame God Realm. If the 

Flame God Realm were to have lost their minds as a result of that, then the scale of the calamity that 

might have befallen the two realms was beyond even her imagination. 

“...” Mu Xuanyin said nothing. Her eyes were just as cold as they were before. 

“Sister!!” Mu Bingyun moved in front of Mu Xuanyin and blocked Yun Che out of her sight. She said, “He 

is your direct disciple and the disciple you like the most out of anyone you’ve ever taken under you. 

There is no way you would’ve given him such special treatment otherwise. You once said that he is the 

only disciple that may surpass you in the future and to that end you even gifted him the Buddha Heart 

Lotus of Nine Resurrections that you spent nine thousand years cultivating... are you really going to bury 

your hope and nine thousand years of effort just like that?” 

Yun Che: “...” 

Mu Xuanyin was still quiet but the icicles in her hand dimmed a little. 

“Your master sacrificed her life to obtain the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections. It doesn’t only 

contain your lifelong efforts but also your late master’s dying hope... please, please don’t do something 

that you’ll regret for your whole life because of one impulse!” 

“Enough!” 

The icicles gradually dissipated and Mu Xuanyin turned away before uttering coldly, “I don’t want to see 

him right now, so you’ll be the one to throw him into Mist End Valley on my behalf, Bingyun!” 

“Mist End Valley!?” Mu Bingyun exclaimed in shock, “Even Feixue would die if she were to go in there! 

What’s the difference between that and killing him outright?” 

“Three days. He shall struggle for three days. If he survives three days inside Mist End Valley, I shall 

spare his life!” 

Mu Xuanyin then pointed backwards as quick as lightning, shooting an icy beam that imprinted a tiny 

profound formation onto Yun Che’s chest. The formation turned invisible right after. 

“This profound formation will activate seventy-two hours later and send him back from Mist End Valley. 

Whether he comes back a corpse or a living person, hmph, that will be his own fate to make!” 

A short pause later, Mu Xuanyin’s voice abruptly turned stern and frigid, “Hear me, Yun Che! This chance 

of yours is the biggest concession I’ve ever made in my life! Whether or not you live or die three days 



later, we owe you nothing for saving Bingyun’s life after this! No longer will I help you to go to the 

Eternal Heaven Divine Realm, nor will I help you to get the Universe Penta Jade Pellet!” 

Three days sounded very very short but the shock on Mu Bingyun’s face didn’t relent in the slightest. 

This was because Mist End Valley was an absolute place of death for Yun Che at his current level. Forget 

three days, even six hours was almost an impossibility. 

Mu Bingyun instinctively parted her lips slightly in attempt to beg for Yun Che further but she 

immediately stopped herself when she recalled that killing intent that cowered even her... It was true 

that this might be the biggest concession Mu Xuanyin had ever made in her life. Any further attempts to 

beg for mercy might backfire instead. 

What on earth did Yun Che do to anger her so much!? 

Mu Bingyun walked before Yun Che and lifted him up gently, “Stand up, Yun Che.” 

Yun Che got up, “Thank you, Palace Master Bingyun.” 

Mu Bingyun shook her head, “If you’ve recognized your mistake, then please repent on it and accept 

your punishment... I will bring you to Mist End Valley now.” 

Yun Che sneaked a glance at Mu Xuanyin’s back but he ultimately didn’t dare to speak despite a 

moment’s hesitation. Right now he was already being carried away by Mu Bingyun. 

“Wait a moment!” Mu Xuanyin suddenly said, “Why had you come to me, Bingyun?” 

Mu Bingyun turned around, “I just heard from Flame God Realm that the aura surrounding the Ancient 

God Burying Inferno Prison is starting to grow abnormal. The time when the horned dragon casts off its 

scales is neigh. Therefore, they will send someone over to receive you and bring you to the Flame God 

Realm five days from now. Barring any surprises, Yan Wancang and Yan Juehai are probably the ones 

who will come.” 

“...” Mu Xuanyin didn’t answer her. Although she had granted Yun Che a chance to live, her body was 

still rippling with peerlessly cold killing intent. 

“Let me come with you when the day comes, sister,” Mu Bingyun said softly. 

“No need!” 

Mu Xuanyin threw down those cold words before her figure slowly blurred until she vanished 

completely. 

The snow that had stopped falling for a very long time restarted again and the frozen world quietly and 

carefully melted after her departure. 

“Haah.” Mu Bingyun sighed and grabbed Yun Che tightly, “Let’s go.” 

Mist End Valley was a place Mu Xuanyin had brought him over personally just a few months ago. Here, 

there was mist as thick as demonic barriers. Ice Phoenix disciples who committed grave errors, 

abandoned and left to their own devices here in the penetrating cold with ferocious profound beasts. 



Mu Xuanyin once said that he would eventually enter here and train for experience but... he never 

thought that he would become of of those disciples who were thrown into this place for committing a 

grave error. 

“Yun Che, what on earth did you do to anger your master so much?” Mu Bingyun finally dared to ask the 

question she had been holding inside her after they arrived at this place. She didn’t dare ask Mu Xuanyin 

what happened earlier because her reaction suggested that reminding her about it was only going to 

anger her even more. 

“...” Yun Che said softly with a bowed head, “I didn’t do it on purpose.” 

He could add ten galls into his body and he still wouldn’t dare speak the truth to Mu Bingyun. 

Otherwise, Mu Bingyun herself might forget that she had defended him so vehemently earlier and cut 

him down in one palm strike. 

Although it was completely an accident, a grave error was a grave error all the same. The fact that he 

was alive despite committing a sacrilege like that was a miracle on its own. 

“I know that there’s no way you would’ve done it on purpose.” Mu Bingyun didn’t force the issue and 

looked away upon seeing that he was either reluctant or afraid to respond. 

Did he accidentally damage something very important to sister? That can’t be right... If sister could give 

him the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections that she viewed to be as important as her life, then 

there’s no way she would want to kill him for a reason like that. 

Mu Bingyun was never going to find out what kind of grave error Yun Che committed because she 

wouldn’t have believed it even if Yun Che had told her the truth... After all, even if Yun Che’s strength 

were to be multiplied a thousand times stronger, he still wouldn’t be able to catch the corner of her 

sleeve, much less... 

“You may not know this but your master has always treated you specially, Yun Che. She has taken in a 

few direct disciples during the time she has been Realm King but there has never been anyone whom 

she gave such special treatment to, until now. Not only did she care deeply for your growth, she cares 

just as much for your safety too. A few months ago, when you were at the Ice Wind Empire... she never 

stopped worrying if you’d fall for Mu Hanyi’s schemes.” 

“...I know. It is I who disappointed her.” Yun Che bowed his head like a repentant child. 

“She has great expectations for you. She once told me that she would do everything in her power to 

raise you. Your master’s master lost her life to obtain the Buddha Heart Lotus of Nine Resurrections 

before your master nurtured it with her own profound ice phoenix energy and the water from the 

heavenly lake for a total of nine thousand years... But in the end, she gave it all to you. You have no idea 

how surprised I am to hear this.” 

“...” Yun Che’s head drooped even lower. 

“Your master is the only family I ever had in this world and I am the one person who understands her 

the best. Normally, corpses litter the ground when she exudes even a tiny bit of killing intent. However, 

she ultimately chose to forgive you despite unleashing a level of killing intent that cowed even me. This 

outcome literally is the best scenario you can hope to get.” 



“Thank you, Place Master Bingyun.” Yun Chen looked up slightly and said gratefully, “If you hadn’t 

begged for me, I would’ve...” 

Mu Bingyun shook her head slightly, “You don’t have to thank me. After all, I would’ve died a long time 

ago if you weren’t there to save me. I wouldn’t have been here to beg for you if that had been the case.” 

She looked at the valley beneath them, “I won’t be able to help you after you enter Mist End Valley. 

Your master will notice it and she will only grow angrier as a result. Therefore, the only person you can 

rely on is yourself. I heard from your master that you possess a profound art that can aid you in 

concealing your presence and it is so great that it impressed even your master herself. I believe that it 

must be very extraordinary and it will be your greatest chance to survive three days in the Mist End 

Valley.” 

“Remember well. You absolutely must avoid or hide from all enemies while you’re in Mist End Valley 

even if it is only the weakest lifeform that exists, the Winterfrost Direwolf. This is because there is a high 

concentration of profound beasts in Mist End Valley and every one of them is incredibly violent. Any 

anomalies may draw an entire group of profound beasts that you cannot possibly go up against.” 

“Also, do not fly in midair unless you have no other choice. You will be a clear blip on the radar and 

those flying profound beasts especially have extremely acute senses. You won’t be able to hide 

anywhere the moment you’re found.” 

“Also, no matter how kind the Ice Phoenix disciples you meet in the valley act, you must never put down 

your guard for even a second... in fact, it will be best if you can avoid them altogether.” 

Yun Che nodded repeatedly and engraved Mu Bingyun’s advice deeply into his mind. 

“Take this with you.” 

A small and delicate blade appeared in Mu Bingyun’s palm. Its hilt was two inches long and its blade was 

only four inches long. It was shaped like a butterfly’s wing and it was completely icy white in color. A tiny 

ripple of light covered the weapon. 

“This blade is called the ‘Cloud Butterfly’. Your master herself holds the mate to this blade, called the 

‘Sound Butterfly’. It is a weapon that has been passed down inside our family for many generations and 

it is quite famous in the Snow Song Realm. Your heavy sword is mighty but it also causes a lot of noise. 

This blade however, will enable you to kill your enemies without a sound. As for how powerful it is, you 

will know it when you use it... I hope that you will never have to.” 

Yun Che accepted the blade. He could feel an icy sharpness piercing all the way to his soul the moment 

he touched it. It felt as light as snow even though it was right within his palm. 

The fact that the weapon was an inherited weapon and that Mu Xuanyin held the other pair of the blade 

proved just how extraordinary the blade really was. 

“Thank you, Palace Master Bingyun.” Yun Che thanked her gratefully again after carefully putting away 

the Cloud Butterfly. 

“Your master is angry right now. She might perhaps change her mind and take you away ahead of time 

after her anger subsides a little... Take care.” 



Mu Bingyun sighed softly and pushed Yun Che gently into the valley. Yun Che’s figure vanished into the 

thick mist in the blink of an eye. 

Chapter 1040 - Enemies Meet 

In a region with a great density of profound beasts, the unending cries of all kinds of beasts present 

across the place could be heard even from distant places. However, inside Mist End Valley, there was 

nothing like that, as the whole area was completely silent. 

When even the snowstorm came to a standstill, the place became extremely quiet, so much so that it 

could make a person’s heart stop beating in anxiety. 

Having fallen into Mist End Valley, Yun Che was leaning against a thick and wizened tree, with his legs 

sunk deep into the snow. The first thing he did after falling here, was to immediately restrain his aura 

with Hidden Flowing Lightning. Afterwards, he didn’t move in the slightest and perceived everything in 

his surroundings with his sight and spirit sense. 

Due to the icy mist being spread all over the place, it was only possible to see up to a few dozen meters 

away. The mist inside the valley was immensely denser than ordinary mis. Not only did it restrict sight 

but also spirit sense to a great extent. However, it wasn’t a completely bad thing either. 

The fearsome calmness was so eerie that it could leave people absolutely terrified. He sensed danger 

from all directions, which made him realize that Mu Bingyun’s description of Mist End Valley was 

definitely not fear-mongering. This was a ghastly place where the slightest bit of carelessness would cost 

your life. 

"*Sigh*... This is life, huh." Yun Che lightly let out a breath. In the morning, he was still feeling 

complacent about winning against Mu Xuanyin with his surprise attack... His plan might have turned out 

to be a success but he still had to face such an outcome. 

Staying still for a good while, Yun Che started to walk forward prudently. But just after talking a couple 

of steps, he suddenly felt his leg stepping on something hard. Pausing in his tracks for a bit, he lifted his 

leg and kicked the thing out of the snow... 

It was actually a stiff corpse. 

In this cold environment, it was difficult for a corpse to rot. As such, it was not possible to make out 

when the person really died. Based on how deeply they were buried, it must not have been that long. 

The body was gnawed and bitten to an indescribably miserable state and only the head was in a 

somewhat intact condition. One could clearly notice the expression of terror and despair on the face, as 

well as the relief of being set free. 

His outer garments were in tatters. A piece of his robe was hanging around his shoulder, with a small 

pattern of Ice Phoenix carved on it. And this Ice Phoenix pattern represented the... Ice Phoenix Divine 

Hall! 

The person turned out to be a disciple from the Divine Hall! 



The Divine Hall only allowed those disciples in whose profound powers had at least reached the Divine 

Tribulation Realm. But a person with such strength had unexpectedly died such a sad and miserable 

death. 

Yun Che took a step backward and lightly breathed in. 

Just as Mu Bingyun said, what he would rely on the most in this fearsome place was Hidden Flowing 

Lightning which could conceal his aura... Besides that, the extremely severe cold energy in here would 

quicken his profound power recovery rate, instead of influencing him negatively. Since all the profound 

beasts in the valley had the ice-attribute, their threat towards him would reduce by a large margin. 

These couple of things were also the factors he was relying on. 

It was far more difficult to overcome the difference of Divine Way’s profound power,compared to that 

of the Mortal Way. When he was in the Sky Profound Continent, he relied on Evil God’s power to 

directly raise his strength by two great realms. But upon reaching the fifth level of Sovereign Profound 

Realm, he had to forcibly use Rumbling Heaven to outmatch Ji Hanfeng, who was at the sixth level of 

Divine Origin Realm. Now that he had reached the first level of Divine Origin Realm, his ability to stride 

past realms was most likely limited to the first level of Divine Soul Realm. 

No... Following the transformation of his meridians and his newly gained understanding on sensation, he 

might be able to do even better. 

But if he were to come across a profound beast at the late stage of Divine Soul Realm, then he would be 

only left with the choice to flee with all his might. 

And if unfortunately he ran into some Divine Tribulation Realm profound beast... it might be extremely 

hard to even run away alive. 

Yun Che began to carefully move ahead. He was currently in a rather open area and so the thing he 

needed to do first and foremost was to find a relatively hidden place, that would be suitable for him to 

hide himself. Then, he would exert his all to keep his aura restrained... After all, the thing he needed to 

do at the moment wasn’t to find a way out within three days but to stay alive during this period. 

And the safest method to go about that was to make use of Hidden Flowing Lightning to quietly spend 

his time in hiding, so as to keep out of danger. 

Sensing the dangerous aura drifting in the air, Yun Che didn’t to make any sound while walking forward. 

Having walked some distance, he didn’t perceive the aura of any other living being. Suddenly, Yun Che 

couldn’t help but come to a halt... His feet sensed an unharmonious feeling that was difficult to put into 

words. 

Sensation... 

Even before Yun Che’s brain could process the information, his body had already retreated backwards 

with the speed of lightning. 

Whoom!! 



The thick accumulated snow flew up as a white figure burst out of the layer of snow, after which a cold 

gleam flashed as it slashed through the air, producing an incomparably ear-piercing cry... The gleam 

passed less than three inches away from Yun Che’s face. 

As he flipped backwards and landed on the ground, Yun Che’s back heavily smashed against a thick 

three. He subconsciously brought his right hand to his face and traced the cuts from where drops of 

blood were slowly flowing out. Although the other party failed in coming into contact with his body, the 

sharp wind generated by the extremely fast cold gleam still managed to leave three deep bloody marks 

on his face. 

If it wasn’t for him understanding and greatly raising his "sensation" under Mu Xuanyin’s guidance and 

his body instinctively responding at once as a result, that fearsome cold gleam might have gouged out 

his eyes just now. 

It was a snow-white wolf with crimson eyes that had appeared before him. It was giving off a pungent 

smell of blood, amidst the ruthless and fierce aura emanating from it. The cold gleam that had just 

flashed past was in fact its claws on which a red and cold light was flickering from time to time. 

Its whole body was snow-white, similar to a Winterfrost Direwolf but there was no doubt that it was a 

different species. It was half the size but the ferocity of its aura was at least ten times more than a 

Winterfrost Direwolf. The prickling sensation of danger at his throat warned him that although the 

snow-white wolf might not look menacing due to its small physique... it was a beast at Divine Soul 

Realm! 

Such a terrifying white wolf... Yun Che shivered in fear inwardly. This wolf had jumped out of a place 

that was less than fifteen meters away from him but he didn’t sense its existence at all until the wolf 

itself decided to come out. 

To hunt by lying hidden in the snow, with its aura perfectly concealed... The first profound beast he had 

come across had actually turned out to be such a fearsome creature. Was it due to him being out of 

luck... or were the profound beasts surviving in the cruel environment of Mist End Valley all such 

terrifying fellows? 

The fearsome white wolf had failed in his first attempt and ended up landing quite a distance away. Very 

soon, he turned around to face Yun Che but didn’t continue to attack. A vigilant look had surfaced in its 

eyes that were releasing dense, blood-red rays of light. Yun Che made a grabbing gesture with his hands 

unconsciously... but at once abandoned the idea of summoning the Heaven Smiting Sword. 

I can’t use it... Just an attack from that sword would cause a large-scale destruction that would attract 

the attention of other profound beasts in the surroundings. If that were to happen, I’d die for sure. 

Yun Che flipped over his palm and the Cloud Butterfly Knife, given to him by Mu Bingyun, appeared right 

at its center... Although it was disseminating a dreadful aura, he didn’t feel too strong a sense of threat 

from it, so it should be suitable to deal with the situation at hand! 

Having sorted out his thoughts, Yun Che was fully prepared to attack and forcefully kill the white wolf. 

But the moment his profound aura erupted, he felt a faint, odd feeling on his back. The flow of the 

profound aura around him instantly reversed and he flashed far away with Moon Splitting Cascade. 



Ssswoosh!! 

Along with the similar tearing sound of air from before, one more white figure broke through the layer 

of snow as it pounced in Yun Che’s direction. At almost the same time, the first white wolf that had been 

standing still during this short period, also made its move as it pounced towards Yun Che, without any 

hesitation. 

Thump! 

As Yun Che immediately used instantaneous movement, the surprise attack from the white wolf behind 

ended in failure. Due the distinct ability of Moon Splitting Cascade to leave behind one’s aura, the first 

white wolf didn’t charge in the direction of his landing point either but instead assaulted his afterimage, 

just like the wolf on the other side. 

The afterimage in his previous location was ripped into pieces and dropped a tiny fragment of ice-

crystal. 

Activating Extreme Mirage Lightning under his feet, Yun Che’s real body had already escaped into the 

distance like a thunderbolt and entered inside the dense, icy mist. 

He didn’t have the confidence to face even a single white wolf head-on, without the Heaven Smiting 

Sword. Now that there were two of them... there was no way he wouldn’t choose to run away, unless he 

was a complete idiot. 

The two white wolves didn’t crane their necks and let out a long howl, as one would expect from wicked 

wolves. These terrifying profound beasts directly chased after Yun Che, running at a speed that make 

them seem as though they were two streaks of lightning sweeping past the ground. 

So fast! 

Yun Che was inwardly frightened upon sensing the auras of the wolves in hot pursuit. It was certainly 

true that running about such a place with all one’s might was extremely dangerous but he was left with 

no choice in this situation; he couldn’t even slow down a bit. He could only brace himself and dash as 

fast as possible inside the dense mist, aiming for the unknown place ahead. 

Tens of breaths later, the two white wolves that were pursuing closely behind him slowed down all of a 

sudden. Afterwards, they seemed to have forcefully brought themselves to a halt and then disappeared 

from Yun Che’s perception zone. 

Yun Che at once let out a breath in relaxation but his brows raised all a sudden... That’s odd! Judging 

from their astonishing hunting style, the two white wolves had an extremely high spirit sense and 

wisdom. Their abrupt stopping in their tracks might not be due to giving up on the chase. It was also 

possible that... they were approaching some prohibited, dangerous place! 

The moment it popped up in his mind, Yun Che quickly stopped running any further and restrained his 

aura at the fastest speed. 

And the instant he was about to come to a standstill, he sensed an extremely great oppressive feeling, 

as of a mountain collapsing, coming from ahead. 

Inside the pale-white, dense mist, a dozens of meters tall gigantic white figure slowly revealed itself. 



Yun Che immediately looked above... to find a snow-white giant monkey, big as a small mountain, 

standing some distance in front of him! 

Like the white wolves from before, its eyes were also as red as thick blood. The moment it discovered 

Yun Che, it precipitously released an incomparably fiendish aura. Its muscular arms, which looked like 

heavy hammers that could weigh down the sky, firmly smashed down towards him. 

Attacking without uttering so much as a word... It seemed to be the sole rule for survival in this misty 

world. 

Yun Che knitted his brows. He leapt up sideways as he instantly opened Evil God’s barrier. 

Boom-Bang!! 

An enormous sound, as if the sky collapsing and the ground sinking, reverberated throughout the area. 

The accumulated snow, layers of ice and trees were all sent several thousand meters high into the sky 

because of the huge shock generated by the monkey’s attack. Yun Che immediately lost his balance in 

midair and the remnant shockwaves forcefully carried him far, far into the distance, as if he had been 

swept away by a storm. 

But fortunately, due to being under the protection of Evil God barrier, he didn’t suffer any injuries, even 

if his vision turned black because of the intense shock. He didn’t dare stay any longer at the place. 

Gnashing his teeth, he escaped as far as possible by borrowing the power of the storm generated by the 

giant monkey and once again disappeared in the dense mist, in the blink of an eye. 

A series of deafening roars could be heard from behind but as the giant monkey was clearly not enough 

fast, the voice quickly became more and more distant. Yun Che ran with all he had to a sufficiently safe 

distance but before he could gasp for breath, a storm which was followed by a screech, assaulted him all 

of a sudden from above his head. 

Yun Che raised his head... The reflection of a giant hawk speedily enlarged in his eyes. Its opened snow-

white wings were tens of meters long and dazzlingly magnificent. The cold gleam reflecting on its bent 

claws was so strong that it penetrated his eyes and directly pricked his soul. 

"Hong’er!" 

Yun Che’s pupils shrank all of a sudden; he had basically no other choice left at this time. The Heaven 

Smiting Sword at once appeared in his hands, Golden Crow’s Flames ignited around the blade and he 

launched a direct attack towards the giant hawk. 

"Destroying Sky Decimating Earth!!" 

Boom!! 

As the golden flames burst into the sky, the giant hawk looking down from above let out a screech. It 

lost control on its white wings and was sent flying away into the sky because of the shock. A muffled 

sound escaped Yun Che’s mouth. As though he had been hammered hard in the chest, he fell down 

along with the Heaven Smiting Sword and got heavily smashed on the ground. The impact of his fall was 

so great that it produced a booming sound. 

Pfft... 



Before he could even get up, Yun Che spit out a mouthful of blood. However, as someone possessing the 

Buddha Heart Divine Veins, the profound energy in his body managed to still remain in an calm and 

ordered state. High in the sky, the giant hawk that had been shocked away by his attack kept on 

hovering for a short while. Its ice-cold eyes locked onto his position and rushed down like a shooting 

star. Its claws were precisely targeted at his heart, while flying rapidly to the ground and sweeping up a 

disastrous hailstorm behind it. 

This truly is... a hellish place... I can’t even take a breather... 

Yun Che cursed in his heart as his body immediately reacted to the incoming assault. He no longer dared 

to confront it head-on and instantaneously moved out of the way with Moon Splitting Cascade. At the 

same time, he opened the Evil God barrier. 

When he moved to a different location, a voice suddenly drifted into his ears... 

The voice of a human! 

"It’s really a Fierce Blizzard Hawk!" 

"It has landed on the ground... Let’s make use of this opportunity and seal its movements, to obtain the 

profound core in its body!" 

As the giant hawk’s terrifying storm swept past the ground, it kicked up the ice and snow, causing the 

the whole sky to be covered with them. But it didn’t show any signs of flying up into the sky once again, 

because its body had been firmly pierced by a blue light that quickly froze its huge body. Trying to 

struggle out of its predicament, the long cries it was letting out earlier had turned into mournful sounds 

now. 

Yun Che escaped to a far away place, feeling startled in his heart. He just now experienced the terror of 

this giant hawk but it surprisingly ended up getting so easily sealed by someone else... 

This aura... Could it be someone at the peak of Divine Soul Realm? 

In the icy mist, two vague figures could be seen coming closer at a fast speed. The one in the front thrust 

his sword into the giant hawk and instantly pierced its body, which Yun Che wasn’t able to hurt even 

after unleashing all his power against it. Following the eruption of the profound energy along the sword, 

the huge body of the hawk got enveloped in a thick layer of ice. It completely stopped struggling when 

the layer of ice spread throughout its body, which also lead to a rapid loss of its vitality. 

"Oh great! I’d expect no less from Senior Brother Yizhou." The person in the back excitedly shouted as 

he quickly got near the frozen giant hawk. "This profound core can absolutely help us in surviving for a 

very long time..." 

Senior Brother Yizhou? 

Hearing this way of address, Yun Che immediately turned his head to the side. His gaze penetrated 

through the layers of dense mist and fell on the person in the front... whom he had actually seen before. 

Mu Yizhou!! 

Why is he here!? 



As Yun Che got a clear look of him, the other party also caught sight of the him. His eyes suddenly 

widened and he turned around at once, not bothering about the Fierce Blizzard Hawk he had just 

hunted. After remaining in a state of shock for a long while, his face began to show various emotions, 

such as fury, hate, and excitement... 

"Is it you... Yun Che? Yes—it’s you!!!" 

The abrupt change in his eyes and voice gave off an impression as though he had suddenly met an 

absolutely irreconcilable foe! 

 


